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PEMBROKE'S CHANCE. NOTES AND COMMENTS LOCAL BROKERS BUSY I UNCLE SAM'S HABITS.
rli -ig Educational Enterprise Odds and Ends of News Told Orders are Pouring in From His Big Pipe Has
May Be Located There. Breezily. Foreign Patrons. Steadily.
a
CITIZENS ENTHUSED. LOCAL AND GENERAL.
A Repress itativa Sent To-day To. Fully Invet-
tigate The Matter.
LARGE ENDOWMENT FUN40 IS NOW READY
Prof. E. F. Mot:ill:0y, principal of the
Hanson public schools, Hopkins oounty,
has been given the niauagement of an
endowment fund to be used in the es
tablishment of a echnol with a capacity
411.of 1,000 pupils in me town of less that
6.000 inhabitan . be situated either
In Kentucky, Illinois or Missouri.
Pembroka Recommended.
Pembrbke, this county, has been re-
commended as a suitable place for loca-
tion, and a representative of that place
went to Hansel ,to-day to make a
thorough investigation of the matter.
Pembroke citiiens are pretty confident
that they w ill get the schdol. They
want it, and are wifltnçtle work for it,
and are reany, it is Air raise suffi-
cient money to b the necessary
buildings.
In a letter to Postmaster C. E. Mann,
Prof. McCulley writes: "The town
hoping to secure ttis institution must
show itself interested in school matters;
it mast have a cheerful aspect; its
streets and sidewalks must be in-
viting; its surrounding country must
present evidence of thrift; its people
mast be those who .-pull .together" in
public enterprises; it must be able to
furnish for the free use of the institu-
tion a suitable complement of buildings,
including a -chapel" of 1000 capacity,
eight or ten recitation rooms, capacious
dormitory and a president's residence.
We do not want these buildings fine,
but they nitot be modern and up-to-date
In convenience and ventilation. The
whole set must be happily located."
In his last cetuonnuication, the pro-
motor more fully .describes the proposed
college as follows.
Big Institution
"The instiktion we will found will be
strictly u u denotainational, for both sexes
and for whites only. Its financial back-
ing will enable it to guarantee a faculty
capable of furnishing instruction to
more than 1.000 students annually, and
will raise it to 2.000 if necessary. This
condition of things will continue for
twelve years.
"I am busy now corresponding with
teachers in Kentucky, Missouri, Illinois
and Indiana, from which States my
faculty will be made up. Every man
and woman I engage will be one that I
know persooally to be first clam, or who
is known and vouched for :by eminent
teachers of my acquaintance.
Pupils From Everywhere.
"This institution must in no way be
connected with the publi7. schools, but
be a college whose every department
will command patronage from all parts
of our laud, but wbilo this is the rase,
the town where it is located wi.I not
need a eublic herh Python), for all who
eamo. tr to. sr eubta school branches
run -user ion. i t-ti ution,if old enough.
No obi:era-1i ot %sutler years I* ill be ad-
Fell Tree Planting.
The cool, even temperature of the
autumn makes it the best season to plant
any kind of trees and shrubs. This
may be done anytime before the frosts
lock up the earth. Forest trees do bet-
ter when planted in the fall than in the
spring. Upon an acre of poor land, a
grove of flue young maples might be set
that would In time repay a hundred-
fold their cost. A few frnit trees could
be set out each fall, according as there
was time, and all these together proper
ly tended would in a few years develop
Into a grand orchard.
Birthday anniversaries are beautifully
marked by the planting of a tine tree.
More birthdays seem somehow to come in
the autumn than at any other time of
the year. so there isopportanity to com-
memorate many of these happy occasions
by a monument that will last for cen-
turies. In choosing trees to plant those
that thrive in the neighborhood should
be selected. Japan evergreens are
beautiful features of a landscape, win-
ter and summer, and grow almost any-
where. Thrifty, slim, young growths
of all kinds should be selected. They
will develop faster than larger trees and
be more symmetrical. A young tree
should in every case be cultivated as
carefully as a cabbage, pleated in rich
soil and watched and tended.
Lung soreness is a forerunner of seri-
ous trouble. If you. feel the slightest
indication, Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey
will allay the inflammation and prevent
further progress of the disease. It is the
most efficient means of curing roughs,
colds and hrjape,hial affections found in
the amulet or u4cine.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
THE DANGER
to which the Expectant Mother is
exposed and the foreboding and
*me dread with which she looks for-
- ward to the hour of woman's
trial isappieciated-by
cw. All 'eon Shoulci be-ina
to •fitlict9. 14aegil meld ates
in ;ile") a wax, or_ ler, -er she
P.r ,•CS-40 .114Z- bosom her abe.
110ifiEtS. EKE
- allay* Neresusnass•Va.44p-assists
4 - Nature that the change goes for-
ward in an easy manner, without
such violent protest in the way of
Nausea, Headache, Etc. Gloomy
forebodings yieleTro cheerful and
- hopeful anticipations---s_he passes
through the ordeal quickly and
without pain-is left strong and
Vigorous and enabled to joyously
perform the high and holy duties
now devolved upon her. Safety
to lif ‘,both is assured by the
o
,roym
other's Friend," and
ti - of recovery shortened.
"I know one lady, the mother of three
eliildren, who suffered greatly in the
birth of each, who obtained a bottle of
'Mother's Friend' of ms before her
fourth confinement, and was rqlieved
Milady and easily.. All agree that their
Mar was shorter and lens painful."
Joan G. POLHILL, MEOOD, Ga.
$1.00 FEE BOTTLE at all Draw Stores,
or sent by mail on receipt of pries.
AMU Containing invaluable information ofinterest 1,1 all women, will be sent to
- 
any add, rpm upon appliestaon, tiy
411111EMA4MISL)SIDMOLATORC.0.,Mcaraitlia.
nt'or°`
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A Collection of Stray llowti That Will Ester-
tain Mat People.
----h-
GOV,IP GATHERED FROW MANY SOURCES
How to Remove Ink Stains.
To remove ink stains from white
cloth peroxide of hydsogen should be
poured men the spot, end then rinsed
out with water. Fresh, new milk will
often accomplish the same purpose.. An
application of lemon juice is sure to do
so, if followed by a thorough sprinkling
with salt.
Cyclists Discarding Corsets
It is said that women eyclists are do-
ing away to a great extent with the cor-
sez. This, however, is only in a meas-
ure tree, and is based on the fact that
the ordinary long corset is being dis-
carded in favor of a shorter stay-some-
what like the "riding" stay, in fact,
adopted by horsewomen:. There el lit-
tle doubt, though, that Oycling deserves
the merit of having caused the diappear-
ance of tight lacing in inany quarters.
Chips That Plum in the Night.
Some inventive geniuS has devised a
nouseiess poker chip. It is made of soft
rubber, and the keenest ear in all the
oity police cannot detect its presence as
it chases its fellows in and out of the
intricacies of a jackpot.. The chips that
pass in the night will ml longer give the
alarm to the minion of the law who is
listening at the keyhole,!and no longer
can the festive sport laY' the old tune
on the bones which came so easy when
the stack was high.
Whayeditoos dlike Good For.
Oniik, are stated to be almost the
best nervine known. Nb medicine, it is
claimed, is so useful in case of nervous
prostration, and there it nothing else
that,will PO quickly relieve and tone of
a worn out system. Onions are useful
in all cases of coughs, colds and influ-
enza. Eaten every day, they soon nave
a clearing and whitening effect on the
complexion. And they Will also render
a pereosi's breath something dreadful to
bosom friends.
Klondike Punch.
The latest fad in fancy drinks is the
Klondike poach. The ingredients are
are as follows: A teaspOonful of kirsch
a teaspoonful of ctu-acao, a drop of the
oil of peppermint, a pinch of sugar, a
pinch of red pepper, a tablespoonful of
shaved ices, garnish with orange peel
and serve in punch glasses. For those
who like mild pawn itia supposed to
be a very stimulating beverage, and is
greatly recommended by' all first class
undertakers.
What the Sun Could Do.
The astronomers have- been figuring
on the amount of heat and light; that
our sun is constantly emitting It is
shown by tills wonderful table of figures
that our earth constantly receives as
much sunkhine as would' illuminate 50,-
000,000 square miles of flat surface.
Eveo this veto quantity is as nothing,
for, of course, our earth only receives
that which happens to fail on the side
next to the sun. If there Steve 2,3e0,000,-
000 worlds strung around the sun, they
would form a shell of a aphere, with the
sun in the center, and each would re-
ceive daily and hourly the same amount
of sunshine that we enjoy.
Heart Beats in Sleep.
Why one takes cold easily lying
down with his clothes on, and why the
necessity of:oovering during sleep is be-
cause nature takes the time when one is
lying down to give the heart rest, and
that organ consequently makes ten
strokes less per minute than when one
is in an upright position. Multiply that
by sixty minutes and it is six hundred
strokes. Therefore in eight hours spent
in lying down the heart is saved nearly
5,000 strokes, and as the heart pumps
six ounces of blood witb each stroke,
it lifts 30,000 ounces of blood leas in a
night of eight hoary spent in bed than
when one is in an upriges petition. As
the blood flows so mace more slowly
through& the veins when: one is lying
down, one must supply them with extra
covering the warmth.tusiaally furnished
by circulation.
How Reelfoot Lake Was Formed.
Many liophinsville people, especially
the hunters who camp there every year,
will be interested in the: following fine
description of how Reelfoot Lake was
formed: "This immense lake, which
evokes rapturous comments from even
the most indifferent observer, was form-
ed in ti few minutes by an earthquake,
which, according to the best authorities,
occurred between two and three o'clock
on Saturday morning,: November 18,
1811. There were two terrific shocks
about 'hirty minutes apart, and many
lighter ones between and after. The
earth rocked violently, a deafening
noise like thunder struck terror to the
ear, the atmosphere wow heavy laden
with something like smoke, and vivid
and almost constant flashes of lightning
illuminated the surrounding country;
and in less time than it takes to write it,
thousands of acres of labd had sunk far
below the level of the nlighty M issisaip-
pi . The Father of Waters rushed into
the waken...country, up4,'the sgoaine 
was so grept that for three hours the
river rep up stream, and rafts and boats
below the lake were torn from their
rt;orifilel and went Whirling into the
'Seething maddening vortex. As soon as
the newly-formed lake: was filled the
river went majestically on its neusf)
coarse, leaving to _Tennessee one of the
finest ,fishing resorts in the country,
which is annually the alines of thous-
ands of sportsTen." " -
Populists to litscetsrpailte-
-
The Populist State CentrelOommittee
has issued a call forit mans convention at
Lexington the third ; Wednesday in
March to re-organize the party in the
State.
School Superintiendents.
TheDepartment of Superintendents of
the Kentucky EnducationalAmsociation,
w1 meet in Frankfort December 26 and
310. • The railroads entering into Frank-
fort have granted a rate of one and one-
third fare on the certificate plan for that
occasion.
?bohe-
mian.
ligemsn
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THE TOBACCO MARKET
TN. New Era's Moodily Report Proves Its
Prosperous Condition.
WHAT INSPECTOR'S STATEMENT SHOWS.
During the past month there has been
a very decided improvement in the gen-
eral tone of the Hopkinsville tobacco
market, with the development of a great
many circumstances and conditions
tending to strengthen it, whicli was very
desirable, as the season is nearing its
end.
Lively Competition.
Not only are lots of the finer grades
of the weed still remaining upon the
warehouse breaks to be disposed of, but
the late advance in prices promises to
hold good until the close of the year,
while the lively competition that is go-
ing on betweeen the rival buyers may
even create a farther advance in figures.
It has been clearly shown that it was
not the short crops of the past two years
that barn created such a healthy demand
for certain classes of the weed, and ad-
vanced the price of the same, but the
bitter rivalry between two great tobac-
co syndicates.
The regie contractors have arrayed
against them a combination of ware-
housemen and independent dealers,
backed by Reusen, of New York. This
war is now on and is naturally holding
up prices, whioh will fall whenever it is
Over
The strong feeling which has charac-
terized the market for all kinds of to-
bacco for foreign trade continues, and
local brokers are kept busy filling orders
received daily from their foreign pa-
trons. The loose tobacco market also
continues strong and active.
Inspector's Report.
The monthly report of Inspector
Smithson shows the receipts for Novem-
ber to be 470 hogsheads, as compared
with /60 hogsheads for the same time
last year. Receipts for the year, 19,525
hhds., As compared with 21,209 hhds.
last year. Sales for the past month,
,510 hhds., as compared with 909 bhda.
last year. Sales for the year, 17,682
hhds., as compared with 18,484 hhds.
sat year. Shipments for past month,
,222 hhds., as compared with 1,023
hhds. last year. Shipments for the
year, 13,596 hhds., as compared with 16,-
262 hhds. last year. Stock on sale, 2,-
498 hhds., as compared with 11,220
last year. Stock sold, 2,e90 hhds., as
compared with 1,743 hhds. last year.
Stock on hand, 5,388 hhds., as compared
with 3,969 hhds. last year.
No /lore Millehar Word Contests.
The Postoffioe Department is taking
a firm 'stand against the so-called "mia -
lug letter" and "missing word" con-
tests, which are being conducted by a
lumber of publishers to increase the
subscriptions to their papers and Mafia,
ziues,!and which have greatly interested
many Hopkinsville people. The lottery
law directs that the Postmaster-Gener-
al, upon evidence satisfactory to him-
self that a concern or person is operat-
ng through the mails a lottery, or
scheme offering prizes dependent upon
lottery or chance, prohibit the delivery
of all mail matter to it. Newspapers
and periodicals containing advertise-
ments of this character are forbidden
transmission in the mails. This law, it
is now announced at the Postoflice De-
partment, will be applied to all schemes
which are violations of it, if they are
continued in operation or adverrtiaments
of them are published. Missing letter
contests are held to be such violations,
because many correct answers can be
given, but only one list is deemed the
"correct list" by the promoter of the
scheme. The chances consists in guess-
ing what words compose the so-called
"correct list." Such scemee are held to
be especially obnoxious, owing to the
skillful wording of the advertisements,
which make the chance of obtaining a
prize more remote than in the defunct
Louisiana lottery.
4:34eLASITCANILT-41.
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Oqes To Cincinnati.
A. S. Reese, of the Mechanical Engi-
neering Department of the State Col-
lege at Lexington, and half back on the
football team, has accepted a position in
the C. & 0. shops at Cincinnati. Mr
Reese's home is in Heinkinrrille.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Outs
Bruise,, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Totter, Chapped Hands,
.• 4 elI Skin Erup-
tion,. itlaU posativeiy cures Piles, or no
pay required. Ills guaranteed to give
perfected satisfaction or money refund-
ed. Prioe 35o per box. For sale by R.
0. Hardwick.
THE NEW WAY.
WOMEN used
to think " te-
m a le diseases "
could only be
treated after "lo-
c a I examina-
tions" by physi-
cians. .101rea4 of
suc k treatmert
kept thousands if
-modest women.
*lees shout their
suffering. -nn I.-
tad'etton if
WI** of Cardut has now ..lemoss-
_ 
_egrekted_11* ntne-tenths of all the
cases of menstrual disorders
-not requirer•rpliysician's attentica
atalL The simple, pure -
- -
taken In the privacy of a woman's
own home insures quick felled and
speedy cure. Women need not
hesitate now. Wine of Cardul rs-
quires no humiliating examine,-
tons for its adoption. It cures any
disease that cornea under the head
of "female troubles' -dlsordered
menses, falling of the womb,
"whites," change of life. It makes
women beautiful by making them
well. It keeps them young by
keeping them healthy. SI.00 at
the drug store.
For advice in oases renufrIng mead
directions address. giving symptoms,
the Ladles' Advisory Department."
Ti.. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ghetto-
sooga. Tenn.
W.I. ADDISON, S.D.. Cary, 1111m..sayet
"I use Wino of C•rdul extensively in
my pronto* and and Its monomania
preparation for female troubles."
•••••••••rere:7••••••••• •
Burned
DRANK LIKE A FISH.
Swallowed Millions of Gallons of Intoxicatin
Liquors-
INTERNAL REVENUE REPORT FOR YEAR.
Washington, Dec. 4 -In his annual
report to the Secretary of the Treasury,
Mr Forman, Oommiasioner of Internal
Revenue, estimates the receipts from all
sources for the current fiscal year will
aggregate at least $155,000,000, an in-
crease over 1897 of about $8,300,C00.
A comparative statement of the re-
ceipts during the last fiscal year is
given as follows:
Spiritm,$82,008,542, increase over 1896,
$1,338.472; tobacco $50,710,297, decrease
$1,231; fermented liquors, $22,742,162,
decrease, $1,312,073; oleomargarine, $1,-
034,129; decrease, $185,302; filled
cheese, $18,8112; increase, $18,892; banks
and bankers, $M; decrease $49; miscel-
laneous, $375,388; decrease, $79,729; to-
tal receipts, $148,619,593; decrease,
$211,022
The withdrawals for consumption
during the year are given as follows:
THE YEAR'S CONSUMPTION.
Fruit brandies, 1,146,151 gallons, de-
crease, 294,679; spirits, distilled from
grain, 68,833,2.31 gallons, increase, 1,-
793,32 ; beer, 34,423,094 barrels, de-
crease, 1,403,004; cigars and cheroots
weighing over three pounds per 1,000,
number, 4,063,169,097; decrease, 174,
588,336; cigarettes weighing not over
three pounds per 1,000, number, 4,161,-
669,769, increase, 109,288,130; cigarettes
weighing over three pounds per 1,000,
number, 1,682,710, increase, 175,613;
snuff, 13,279,640 pounds, increase, 720,-
041; tobacco chewing and smoking,
250,734,512 pounds, increase, 7,067,675;
oleomargarine, 42,584,559 pounds (law
became operative during the year.)
The cost of the collection of the reve-
nue during the last fiscal year was $8,-
848,469.
THE DEATH LIST.
During the year, 2,241 illicit Mils were
destroyed, and $2 were removed; 829
persons were arrested, one killed and
three wounded. Of the stills seised and
destroyed, 228 were located in Alabama,
841 in Georgia, 483 in North Oarolina,
190 in South Carolina, and 245" in the
Sixth Virginia district.
Daring the last ten years ten officers
were killed and fifteen were wounded
by moonshiners.
The Commissioner recommends that
the expense of storing spirits in general
bonded warehouses be borne by the
owners of the spirits, such charge to be
levied by means of a stamp tax. This,
he says, would greatly lemon the objec-
tion to the use of the warehouse by any
class of spirits. The Commissioner also
recommends that existing laws be modi-
fied so as to authorize the Commission-
er to prescribe by the regulations what
statutory packages of tobacco, snuff,
cigars and cigarettes may contain, or
authorize him to prohibit the packing
in such packages; of articles which ap-
preciably increase the size and weight
of the package under penalty of seizure
and forfeiture.
Bouquet for Rev. Bingham.
Rev. J. W. Bigham, the new Metho-
dist minister, has moved into the par-
sonage. He is not only a courteous
Christian gentleman but one of the abl-
est divines of the M. E. Church, South.
His method of sermonizing and manner
of delivery 'moors strongly of Sam
Jones' inimitable style but his diction
is much more chaste. His Thank•giv-
ing sermon on the 25th at this place was
one of the most y ractical and logical
ever delivered in the ohurch-Elizabeth
town News.
CASTOR IA
Ter Infants and Children.
I% be-
atnik
Osman
it Is3ary
Trapput
Return to Christian.
Mr. Jo Well and wife have arrived
from Louisville and will move to their
farm three miles from Hopkinsville, in
a few days.
Children are more susceptible to cold
than grown folhs and their constitu-
tions will not permit of quinine or other
radical treatment. Dr. Bell's Pine Tar
Honey is not only ab-olutely harmless,
bat is pleasant to the taste and never
fails to cure or stop a cold.-Sold by R
0. Hardwick.
Four bombs were exploded in Oats.
Ionia.
Thousands Are Trying It.
On receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps',
a generous sample will be mailed of the
most popular. Ustarrh _wad Hay Fever
Oiire (Kir "a Cream Bodo/. 091500111. 11).
•slemonsirete its great tactie.,,,,Jug die
- _SU
_ • . 1511Vareat-f6..
---ittiritheinechetee *byre-411 ot
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, Health of the Pepe-- te aesio reported
4 as poor.
fr
Oftscareta stimulate liver, khlifeysand
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or pet e.
100,
You can't afford to risk your life by
allowing a cold to develop wato pneu-
monia or consumpt on Instant relief
and a certain core sre a 'orcled by One
Minute Cough Cure. R. Hardwick,
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Ours" for Rhet mat un and
Neuralgia radically cures in i so 8 days.
Its action upon the ay-demi, remarkable
and mysterous. It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately dis-
appears. The first does greatlo benefits;
15 lents• Bold by R. 0. Hardwiok Drug-
gist Hopkinerille.
. be-
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THE LAST -30" OF ALL ESCAPED IN NIGHTIES.
Loco. Rep4licans Now Fierce Flames Surrounded
Have No Organ. a Sleeping Family.
THE BANNER PASSES. $10,000 FIRE IN TRIGG.
Editor Brumfield Grows Tired of Working For
Glory Alone.
THE PAPEP IS ABSORBED BY THE BEE.
With the current issue, the Hopkins-
ville Banner, after a precarious exist-
ence of two years' duration, ceases pub-
lication. Its subscription list will be
transferred to the books of the Earling-
ton Bee, Ind subscribers of the former
paper will hereafter receive the latter in
It. steal Editor Brumfield gays in his
valedictory:
The editor and proprietor of the
BA NNI.Et has never made any money
out of the business, and all know
thatthere comes "a time some time"
when it is absolutely necessary for
us to have tome money. We had
got about as much glory as we
wanted in thenessparier line, and as
there i.tas no money in it for us and
as we had to have some money, we
began to think what could be done
The more we thought the more we
didn't know. Some of our subscri-
bers had paid their subscription in
and vance and if we suspended
the paper they would want their
money back and we didn't have it to
pay back, and as for those who were
in arrears we couldn't hope to col-
lect enough from them to reimburse
those who had paid in advance. So
what was to be done? We wrestled
with this question until we were a fit
subject for a lunatic asylum. We
either had to quit or sooner or later
become involved in debt to such a de-
gree that we could never pay out.
We determined to sell out to some-
body rather than go in debt even if
we had to sell at a sacrifice, and
that is what we did.
We have made a deal with the Bee
Publishing Co., of Earlington, Ky.,
which by the way publishes the
only other ltepubliffin paper in the
Second Congressional district, 5y
which our subscribers will be taken
care of and at the same time we will
be let out of the business honorably
and be free to engage in something
at which we can make the means of
support for a family.
THORN SENTENCED.
'SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Dec. 3.-Martin Thorn
was arraigned before justice Maddox, in
Long Island City, Friday morning, and
was sentenced to death.
Hhe. 
will be electrocuted on January
10t 
Immediately after the sentence the
murderer of William Galdensuppe was
taken to Sing Sing
It was hoped that Mrs. Neck's case
might also be disposed of, but owing to
the inability of Justice Smith to attend,
it could not be. Any plea taken from
her must be taken before him, as Le is
the presiding magistrate for this term
of court.
Thorn's attorney, William F. Howe,
says that is confident that th i Oman of
Appeais will reverse the conviction al
though admitting that Justice Maddox
presided with absolute fairness.
He believes that irrelevant testimony
was admitted,and doubts the legal right
of either himself or of the defendant to
waive the presence of the defendant on
the trip to the Woodside cottage.
Attorney Friend visited Mrs. Neck
and had a talk with District Attorney
Youngs. Neither Friend nor Youngs
would tell what occurred,but Mr.Friend
declared that he did not thinkMrs.Nack
would get the maximum penalty for
manslaughter in the first degree. It in
practically settled that this will be her
pica.
The maximum sentence, which Is
years, would allow her to come out im
about 12 years and 4 months if she be
hated herself as • prisoner.
Something to Know.
It may be worth something to know
that the very best medicine for restor-
ing the tired out nervous system to a
healthy vigor is Electric Bitters This
medicine is purely vegetable, acts by
giving tone to the nerve centres in the
stomach, gently stimulates the Liver
and Kidneys, and aids these orgasm in
throwing off impurities of the blood.
Electric Bitters improve the appetite,
aids digestion and is pronounced by
those who have tried it as the very bent
blood purifier and nerve tonic. Try it.
Sold for 50c and $1 per bottle at R. C.
Hardwick's Drug Store.
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there was no time for any one to dress. .0 •
Escaped In Night Clothes. ., e
;4'4 41
••
e; ••••1;
,' • 0
• ' •ijured, for the roof of the sleeping room 'a '•
in which they collected when first son
awakened, fell a few moments after ;',.1!
. a. • •
they had reached a place of safety.
The family, seeing that it was useho_
to attempt to save any of the contents of , see •
Mr. Isaac Sallee's Beautiful New Residence
Burned to the Ground
NOTHING SAVED FROM THE BUILDING.
The new and handsome residence of
Mr. Isaac Sallee, a prominent farmer of
Caledonia, was totally destroyed by fire
early Thursday morning, and the oc-
cupants narrowly escaped with their
lives
• • s
The dwelling was one of the most "„-.!.1,
modern and commodious in Trigg cotin- •
ty. It was erected about two years ago
and was furnished with up-to-date con- *,• .*,
veniences, including water-works. The ,*• 11.
house cost nearly $5,000, and the con- ' .• •
tents were worth about the same
amount. '• , :
The news of the fire did not reach the ' ••
city until noon and it has been impossi- •
S. •
Beautiful Building.
ble to ascertain all the details. 
• -
While Mr. Sallie and his family were ;• „' , •
soundly asleep the residence caught fire so •
in some unknowu w ay. • " '
One of the children awakened and
found the room full of smoke. His
frightened screams soon aroused the
other members of the household. The
flames had made such headway, that
Mr. and Mrs. Sallee and their four
children, rushed from the burning house
in their night clothe& Had they re-
mained longer in there they would have
been seriously and perhaps fatally in-
aggregate between $7,500 and $10,000.
Said To Be No Insurance.
It is reported that there was no in-
surance on the property. This rumor
could not be verified as the agent with
whom the popular planter does busint.,-
is out of the city.
e
On His Way to Washington.
Dr. John D. Clardy left Thursday af-
t .1-noon for Louisville where he will
spend Friday with bisdaughter, Mrs. J.
N. Prestridge. Saturday he will coo- e.
tinne his journey to Washington to re- ;
sume his duties as Congressman from • • 
the Second Kentucky district.
He has engaged a suite of rooms at
the Varnum for the coming session of
Congress. He will return home to spend
the Christmas holidays, and will be ac-
companied back to the Capitol by his
wife, hs daughter-in-law, Mr. Jno
Clardy, and his daughter, Mrs, Pres-
• „ 
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the blazing dwelling, made their way
in their scant apparel to the home of a
neighbor about a mile distance where
• 
4. ."
they received shelter for the night.
It is said that Mr. Sallee's loss will .1, •• •
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tridge, who will spend the rest of the :a • •
winter in Washington.
Dr. Clardy denies that be has talked
for publication recently, but admits that
the interview which appeared in the
New ERA last week embraced his views
on the leading questions of the day.with
the exception of that part which stated
that he thought New Mexico and Ari-
zon should be attached to contiguous
states as counties.
The Doctor is a warm Cuban sympa-
thizer. • •
"Yes," he said to a New ERA report-
en at the train, "I'm not only strongly '•„.,
in favor of recognizing the be.ligerency ••
of the Cubans, but I firmly believe that 0.
the United State ought to go even fur- '• t
then than that to help the oppressed pee :0 • a
ple cast off the heavy shackles." s. - o;
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Mr. Dingley
Had shot guns in his tariff
ched‘. As a result of
this dtity guns have *
ADVANCED 37 PER CENT.
Anticipating this advance
we conitracted last March for
a large shipment of imported
guns at the old price. We
proposp giving our custom-
ers the benefit of this pur-
chase. Think of buying
Under a High Tariff
A Breech Loading
Double Barreled Shot Gun,
with Bar locks, rebounding
locks, xtension matted rib,
Lamin4ted steel barrels, fine
Walnut stock
For $12.50....
We hare never offered such
a barg4in in a gun. These
will not linger long with us
at suc4 prices. Game is
abundant. and besides you
want a private policeman
like thrLs to protect your hen
roosts and coal and mat
houses That rusty old east
barreled gun you've got xiow
is as dangerous at one end
as it iti; at the other. It's
liable tio explode at any time
and impose upon your widolr
the disagreeable duty of
realizing on your life instii-
ance p(plicy. We have' sorilie
very ti4e Parker's, selected
by our !buyer in person last
week iu Chicago.
Come and Wok at Our Stock.
FO BES & BRO.
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If We Are Right--
In Suppo+g that you wiU need scum
•
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_HARNESS
• N"
Trailibutti", we would tike to ee you at 203 South Main St. We have taken
special uare inhe selection of our goods this fall, and are confident that we can
please you with the quality of our stock. We not only carry largest and best
"eiected .stock of Harness ad Saddlery in the city, h-ut we devote -our
(ziitiee attention to this,line, a d for that reason we can
Nam Prices
Will ,Surprise You!
Don't fail to se our line of L4P ROBES. We bought before the tariff on
these goods went into effect, 4nd can save you 35 per cent, on your purchase,
and show you more different p tterns than all other houses in the city combined.
Remember, we are here to pl4se you, and it is no trouble to show our goods.
4q F. A
Exclusive Harness
te"ZZZi")
YOST & COY"
& - Saddlery House.
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THE NEW ERA.
...PUBLISHED BY-
VW Era Printing & Publish's/ Co
HUNTER 2/000 P•es:dent,
lIFF10E:-New Era Building, Seventh
Ilbeek near Main, Hopkuasrille, Ky.
01.00 A YEAR.
iimreiv.K1 at the poet,cifilee Hophinsville
SI seoond-olaas mail matter.
Friday, December 10, 1897.
- ADVERTISING NATII:-;
One inch, first Insertion  11 1 50
One Inch, one month  3110
One Men, three months 
One Inch, slx months .    oft
One Inch, one year  . 00
Additional rates may be had applica-
tion at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for In
ad vanoe
Charges for yearly advertisement& will be
Pollected quarterly.
All advertisement& Inserted without spec-
Wed time will be charged for until ordered
out.
A.nnounoementa of Marriages and Deaths.
tot exceeding eve line& and notices of
preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
and other similar notices, aye cents per line.
- 
CLUBBING RATES:-
The Ilrecext.r Naw Ea& and the following
paper one :
Weekly CLacinclanatl Enquires}  SIM
11. eskliSt. Louts Republic . • *  1 75
Wimt-Weekly Globe-Democrat.  175
Week0 Nashville Sun.   1 75
Boesesaa4 Farm  1 26
•
COURT DIRECTORY.
Ontcrrr 00CRT-First Monday in Jane
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
temberQUARTERLY CovIrr-Seoond Mondays
In Jau April, July and October.
Frecee First Tuesday in April
and October.
OONTY Omar -First Monday in every
month.
Santa Claus is inteeested iit the styles
of pocketbooks. The fatter the ibetter.
Dr Se& if he has discovered 500 more
stellar sysleans, will undoubtedly be
urged so look again.
Perla wIll ask for free wool among
Other reciprocity privileges which will
n ullify the Dingley act.
In 1871 the enrollment of school pu-
pils in the United States was 7,561,W,
and tn 'meet is was 14.379,078.
There are still large purchases of Aus-
tralian wool in the Boston market.
What is the matter, Mr. Dingley?
The canonisselem at Joan of Arc, who
becomes the patron saint of Prance, is a
fin-de-oecie triumph for the new ero-
tism.
Italy comes out of its fiscal year with
,a surplus. This pleasant experience
him been denied the United Seams for
ROMs time.
Doiler wheat am not been gyring COD-
Sinuous performanoes, but breaks in on
the financial Wage to do turns with
cheering frequency.
An ordinance has lately been promul-
armed in Japan exhorting the people to
eat more freely of meat, with a view to
inorescang the average height of the
rase.
A child preacher, aged 5, in attracting
lane •rowds.in Georgia. Thia boy ora-
tor of the Chattahoochee can mot break
Into politics for some time yet, at any
inue.
I/ne good thing about the wood aim-
MiTag is that a fellow never gets on
Ike second one, as the friends of thesis
'vernally dead men in Alabama are ready
So testify.
Aleska's Governor wants $100,000 for
public buildings and $60,000 for schools,
It will be noticed that he yaks for an ap-
propriation instead of sending out for a
bucket of gold dust.
If Mr. McKinley elevates Corpora-
tion Attorney McKean& to the Supreme
bench and Corporation Attorney Griggs
to Use Cabinet, there will be two Ohriate
mu presents for the corporations.
The burning of the shoddy mills in
Illinois is a blow to our American shod-
dy industry, but the high tariff for the
protection of American shoddy will,
perhaps, keep our other ahoddy mills
tto(941
The Senate ought.to be begin to do
business with Mr. McKenna over the
Union Pacific sale before the President
sends in his name for Associate Justice,
and is probably will if 3ens tor Harris is
properly loaded.
The Connecticut Legislature has hp
propriated $100,000 for improved roads
provided the towns would provide a sine
liar amount. A prompt acceptance was
the result and the work of construction
is ander way. Kentucky should do like-
wise
The anfortunate people in the Klon-
dike have disoovered that there are
things more desirable than go/d-more
?minable. Thousands of them would now
give all their gold for a few "square"
meals. Gold is a great appetizer, but it
is no food.
If Senator-Gorman shall heed the ad
vice of friends he will try to get to Con-
gress Should he suoceed he will pot
be the first man G3 leave the higher body
for the lower honed John Ada= was
a member 3f the Massachusetts Legiels,-
. ire aka as neel been President of the
L tilted Stated
t ti • 11111e strange thu with the
/Nth wool tariff la Me Dingley Bill we
maid be *ending hundreds of sheep to
I se Klondike for mottoo/ Whae's
tvrong with the wool ocbedole of the
(-ear Diaglsy tariff law, which Prost.
hens McKinley declared was perfect
and was bound to bring prosperity/
The present subsidiary silver coinage
rt the lve European continental Ne-
t tons, forming the Latin Monetary
union, 1J about six francs $1 15) per
spits. It Ls la denomination, from 80
centimes (10 °eats, to two francs (88
rents Now an agreement has been
embed by these five Nations to Increase
this coinage un tbere, ahall be seven
francs per capita ($1.88). This will re-
coure about $10,000,000 of silver at
present ptioe of bullion.
The St. Louis Republic says : "The
flepnbiloales seem determined not to
j arms rleaMor Gorman to retire to
I revue life. They are now talking
bout him for Congress in the Fifth
I Laryland District next year. ;If elected
to the House, they would have him elec-
t el Speaker, and would keep him in
list chair until he forces hia nomins-
t on for President on the Democrats in
1.i00: The Senator hae not approved
this progzamme yet.''
$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will bet:dom-
ed to learn that there is at least one
tireaded diocese that science has been
hie to care in all its staged and that is
cetarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the on-
ly positive cure known to the medical
Paternity. Catarrh being a constitu-
Con diseme requires a conatitutional
t-estment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
i• itarnally, acting directly upon the blood
• ad mucous surfaces of the system,
teereby destroying the foundation of
tne diastase, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and smearing nature in doing its work.
The proprietor, have so much faith in
ite curative powers, thee they offer one
hundred eollars for any cadre that it fails
to cure eend for list of testamonials.
Address, F J. CHENEY & 00.,
Toledo, U.
75o.
ge
8614
The latest bicycles ought to =site a 110W
hit with dentists. They have teeth.
The Emperor of China threatela to
quit his throne before he will dancie the
German. Brief Report From Over
TOBACCO SELLS. CKAWLED IN AND
Can the President keep CongresS un-
der restraint on the Cuban questioa? It
ia to be hoped not.
If Butcher Wey:er has $10,000,000 in
London andParis he is foolish to farther
trouble himself about war or polities.
It is not believed that Governor
Bushnell would shy at a Senatoriel toga
if one were to be hung in hie wardrobe.
The Senate ought to pick up tht dis-
carded Cuban plank of the St. Louis
platform and hair e'er it back into its
piece.
Mr. Rudyard Kipling would do: prety
nicely at space rates. He was paid
twenty-one cents a word for a recent
story
There are some people at thelKlon-
dike these days who would swapa pint
of nuggets for a few pounds of beeirsteak
or a pot of baked beans.
Illinois otutainly needs a new thevee-
nor, but that is no reason whyl Goy.
Tanner should be exalted to the lThited
States Senate.
That Pullman oar porter over irieSt.
Louis who wail arrested for rpbbery
while off duty may enter a plea bf ex-
tenuating circiimatanoes that force of
habit is responsible for his downfialL
The fact that Wetyler went honle with
millions in bank while his Government
is bankrupt throwi a flood of light on
the Spanish situation.
Five murders in one day at Pittsburg
are calculated to chill the ardor of the
'sentimentalists who believe that capital
puniahment is also a crime.
Natural conditions govern affairs of
this world. A man wouldn't do well
with an ice-cream saloon at the. Klon
dike or a Turkish bath in Brazil.,
The arbitration of the sworci is in
many cases the most reliable arbitra-
tion, and the highest in moral achieve-
ment& It does not always have, to be
drawn to be effective for peace..
The Yale rtudents who for a joke
caused one of their number to be locked
up in an insane asylum should 'not be
expelled. They should be put Oder ob-
servation as to their own sanity:
In stating the United Stases per capi-
ta,- Mr. Eckles would have beeti addi-
tionally interesting had he giren the
number of persons in the country who
haven't the ps.70 about them.
Oongrees seems to be with the Presi•
dent on the proposition to annex Hawa i
and to let the Cuban strugglers for lit-
erty alone-both plans being prompted
by political "business" considerations.
The Yankees have taken Holland in
bridge-building. A Philadelphia iron
establishment has obtained the !$474,000
contract to build a government bridge
over the River Yssel, near Westervoort.
At least Mr. Hanna cannot claim that
he is so popular all cl the Republican
members of the new Legislature of Ohio
are shouting for him. There are seve-
ral members who are significaotly sil-
ent.
We spend a great deal of money in
our efforts to keep Chinese out of this
country yet the McKinley Administra-
tion is very anxious to annee Hawaii
which has a large Chinese pophlation as
well am Jape and niggers.
King George HI. pacified the thier-e-
revolted /American colonies by
drawing his army and granting them
independence. He was a stubborn old
monarch, but a wise one in regard to
pacification. Spain's ruler should fol-
low his example.
The German Emperor is a firm believ-
er in the oft quoted aphorism that "in
time of peace we should prepare fur
war." But he shoeld &leo remember
thet the fact that a nation is pre-
pared for war frequently cacises it to
get into trouble.
That is a highly humorous paragraph
in the President's message which would
"make mar ships familiar visitors at
every commercial port of the world.''
The object of the high tariff being to re-
etrict commerce, what use hate we for
ships in foreign porta?
The spirit of 1776 was not hampered
by thoughts of business interests. War
is not child's play. It is serious busi-
ness. The oppression of Ceba. how-
ever, appeals to the patriotism of those
who have inherited the lire of ancestry
that would not be called diplomatic.
There will be over four weeks more of
the Luetgert trial. The people of Chi-
cago are entitled to the sympathy of the
entire country. When this, the second,
trial is complete the Luetgert case will
have cost the State of Minot* between
$4,000 and $5,000. Luetgert4 neck is
not worth that much.
Now that Congress is in ',session all
friends of the, struggling Caban patri-
ots should do all in their poiver to take
some favccable action if it be no more
than recognising them se leligerente
Cow". should repudiaee McKinley's
oowardly policy,-it owee that Much to
the people.
ifyAnd still Mal oltrittenin matter Is
not settled. The W. 0. T . is at the
bottom of 'Miss Richardson'. trouble,
Going *posed to her chrirtenieg the Ken,
lucky because she would net agree to
nee water instead of the customary bot•
tle of wine-champagne. Thu W. C. T
U probsbly hates to see good old wine
wasted In that way.
__ _ -
If Luetgert's wife is alive-oas he and
his attorneys claim-why hasn't she
been produoed. Surely they have hail
plenty of time in which to 4ad her if
she be alive. If she is really alive it le
very, very remarkable that she has nes?.
er been found, as most of the leading
detectives of the country have been on
the lookout for her for several month
It is hardly possible for a woman whose
picture has been in all the big papers of
the country to escape reotignition by
somebody, especially when S is import-
ant that she should be found. It would
be safe to bet that Mrs. Luetgert tit not
alive.
It has been held that coniumption is
hereditary, and the fact that one person
of a family had died with consampt on
was considered a sure sign that others
of that family could not escape it. This
is partly ‘true and partly 'Hanle. A
man with weak lungs is likely to trans-
mit that weakness to his children. But
there hi no reason in the world why the
weakneas should be allowed.to develop.
Keep the hinge full of rich, red, whole-
some blood, and the weakness will dis-
appear. Decaying tissue will be
thrown off, and new material will be
added until the lungs are well and per-
fectly strong again. This is the thing
that Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Die.
covery does. This im what makes it cure
98 per cent. of all caws of Consumption
where it taken accordieg to direc-
tions. It searches out disease germs
wherever they may be in the body and
forces them ont of the systom. It sup
plies the blood with rich; life•giving
properties. It makes the aPpetite good,
Omission perfect. Bend 21 cents in one-
oent stampe to World's Deqiensary Med-
ical Amociation, Buffalo, :N. V., and
rec.eive Dr. Pierce's 1008 page "Common
Senile Medical AdYleit." PrOgneely
a Plow+
Southern Kentucky.
PRICES STRONG HERE.
The First Hogshead of the New Leaf So'd for
Eight Dollars
STATEMENTS FROM THE OTHER MARKETS.
As an indication of how tobacco is
selliug generally on the markets of
Southwestern Kentucky the Owensboro
Messenger gives the following brief
statement. They show the highest
prices paid:
Hopkinaville Market.
The Hopkinsville market opened act-
ive with a full Loard of buyers and sev-
eral visitors. Price e ere strong. Tle
offerings on the breaks have up to the
present consisted of common to medium
leaf and lugs. Last week 50o hogsheads
were sold at $7 to f12 for common to
medium leaf. Stocks on that market are
being rapidly reduced. The first hogs-
head of new leaf gold for ee.
At Mayfield the market is also very
active, and all grades are selling well.
Last week W. and T. B. Stubblefield
sold their crop of 60,000 pounds to J. H.
Boswell for $10.
At Henderson the street sales consist
principally of nondescript grades and in-
jured types which are being bought al-
most entirely by the home dealers, and
sill be handled in the leaf for the do-
mestic markets. These tobaccos are
selling for $6 to $8.5o for leaf and $4 to
$5 for lugs. The highest price paid so
far is $18, $8 and $2 by the Morrows to
J. B. Vaughn for a crop of 5,000. The
same firm bought a crop of 12,000 from
John K. Melton for *10, $8 and $1.
Trigg County Crop,
In Trigg county the crop is a small
one, light in weight, chaffy and mixed
in color. There is not more than One-
half as much tobacco as there was last
year. The dealers have paid as high as
$7.75 all around for loose tobacco.
Crops in This State.
The Nave ERA received, this morning
the last crep report of Commissioner of
Agriculture Lucas Moore. He an-
nounces that no more monthly bulletins
will be issued until the growing "mien
of next spring.
Products and Live Stock.
The report on products and live stock
is as follows.
Wheat -The month of November ha;
been unusually favorable to the growth
of the wheat crop anti as a result a con-
siderable portion has reached what is
considered an advanced stage, consider-
eng tne very late start it made. The
general tenor of remarks of correspond-
ents is that the crop promises well, and
a few consider the outlook very fine. Of
course, much will depend upon what is
met with during the winter in the way
of sudden and hard freezes when unpre-
tected by snow. Should the crop be
visited with the average amount of
hardships during the winter the result
may be diaastrons. Considerable wheat
was sown during Nevember. the acreags
compared with Wee. having increase.
from 90 per cent., on November 1, to
103, on December 1. The returns horn
Assessors' reports show the acreage i-or
- -4 611 ee.9 acres; the estimated
.e.s7 would, therefore, be
627,978.
Corn.-Corn is renorted cribbed with-
out damage since Mat ux...‘ Limy cor-
respondeute report the crop light and
chaffy, and not yielding as well as Mc I.
cated earlier. As to quality, twent: -
four correspondents report it good.
weventy-one average and thirty-six bad.
The yield for the State averages 24.35
bushels per acre. 1896 the average
yield was 27 bushels. The arcreage by
the returns of the County Amsessors is
2.220,36e acres. Taking now the esti-
mated average yield of 24.55 bushels per
acre, gives a total of 54,509,036 breihels.
Live Stock.-Tbe condition of all live
stock shows an improvement during the
mouth. The couoition of horses is 95;
cattle, 92; sheep, 94, and hogs, 94. On
November 1 these conditions were 87.
86, 90 aud 87.
ACHING ▪JOINTS
Announce the pre4ence of rheumatism
which causes untold suffering. Rheuma-
tism is due to lactic acid in the blood.
It cannot be cured by linimente or other
outward applications. Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla purifies the blood, removes the
cause of rheumatism and permanently
cares this disease. This is the testime-
nial of thousands of people who once
suffered the pains of rheumatism but
who have actually been cured by taking
Heod's Sarsaparilla. Its great power to
act upon the blood and remove every im•
purity ig the secret of the wonderful
cnres by Heod's Sarsaparilla.
__es. esie-
Their Last Terms.
In two counties besides this one the
final terms of the Circuit Court for the
year are in session.
In each of the three counties it is the
last term within the official life of the
presiding officers. With the closing of the
present sessione Judge W. S. Bishop, of
the Second; Judge James Breathitt, of
the Third, and Judge Clifton J. Pratt
will all step down awl out
In this district Judge Bishop, a life
long Denmeret, will lei saipeginled
J Willi, Dow Hiedeteilr, a eot her old Den'
wort, but in the other two dist:eye' lie,
pubileans are stieeverlol by Democrats.
Judge Tempe el, Cloik, of Murray, Ink
IN( the chair vermeil Jedee iireete.
itt, and Judge Nunn un.tnnilig the du
tires of Jn.ttoi Pratt.
In eleCrucken county Judge Bishop
promises to have rather a dull and todi•
ous eittiroo there being few new and
sensational cases to come up.
Judge Breathitt, at Eddyville, will
hear the trial of the two men implicated
in the brutal Agnew murder. It is be-
lieved that from this crime, one of the
most brutal in the hisiory of Lyon
county, a double hanging will take
place.
Uver at Smithland Judge Pratt is hav-
ing a dull time His docket is big, but
prosy.-Paducah News.
For School Teachers.
--
The superintendent's gection of tbe
Kentucky Educational Assmiation will
meet at Frankfort, Ky , Dec. 28 and 29
1897. The meeting le an important one
a speeial feature beirig the discussion of
"Needed School Legislation," looking
to the presentation of bills at the coin-
ing cession of the Legislature.
Railroade have granted a 1 , , fare rate
of the certificate plan.
All persona interested in edacation aid
the improvement of our echool system
are invited to be present and take part
in the discussion.
H. V. MeCneseser,
President Sapt's. Section of K. E. A:
One Lost Day
not much eat of a lifetime, hut to
busirese man it may mean the hes
of a valuable opportunity. When
temporarily cripplol with any pain
or wealunss, for Whi,}1 an active lo d
effective external remedy is needed,
nothing is so trustworthy BA Johnson's
Belladonna Plaster. It touches the
spot and gives the welcome relief. It
is made eucceed- not merely to
sell. Look fur the lted Crum on all
the genuine.
JOIIIN‘ON JOHNSON,
Manufacturing Chunists, New York.
Bloody Body Found
Corn-Field.
DIED PENSION SWINDLING. SAD NEWS RECEIVED. WHEAT GOES WAY UP.
in a Reports of Thousands of A Popular Traveling
Bogus Ones. Passes Away.
FOUL PLAY FEARED.
Further Investigation Proved That Death Re-
sulted From Exposure.
FATE OF AN AGED, HALF WITTED NEGRO.
The bloody body of an old colored
man was found at ten o'clock Sunday
morniug in a corn-field on the farm of
Mr. Joseph Garnett, iu South Chrimian
The persons who found the dead negro
supposed he had been murdered.
Telephoned to Town.
The news of the ghastly find wag
quickly telephoned to Hopkinsville, to-
gether with a r«tuest for officers to hast-
en to the scene to make an investiga-
tion.
Deputy Sheriff Wilkins accompanied
Coroner Allensworth to the farm where
an inquest wise held about noon, in the
open field, and lasted about three hours,
much to the discomfort of shivering re-
latives, witnesses and friends.
Evidence in the case dispowed the
theory of foal play. It was shown that
the remains were those of James Brad-
shaw, aged eighty-four, a half-witted
negro who lived in a cabin on the Gar-
nett farm. He had left his home about
five o'clock Sunday rnorning,being bare-
footed and:bearheaded and wearing only
a cotton shirt and a pair of thin panta-
loons.
He followed the line of a barbed wire
fence and the blood and pieceo of flesh
on the barbs proved that he numerous
times had endeavored to get through to
the other side. Finally he forced an
opening and crawled into a cornfield,
where his body was subsequently found.
Verdict of Coroner's Jury.
The coroner's jury, after hearing all
the evidence in the case, rendered a ver-
dict in accordance with the foregoing
facts, declaring that the deceased came
to his death from exposure while in an
unbalanced state of mind.
HAVE BEEN GOOD BOYS.
lhe Latham Light Guards, it is
whispered, will be rewarded, for being
good oolong. While nearly all other
companies in the State have been idling
for the peat month or two, the Hopkins-
ville boys have been drilling regularly.
111•y Attend Dedication
There is a project on foot to have
several companiee from the State ac-
company GovernerBradley and his staff
as an escort to Newport News, where
the oig battleship, "Kentucky" is to be
dedicated in January. Company D , ac-
rording to report, will be one of these
companies.
It is said that Governor Bradley now
has the matter under submission, and it
is more than probable that several com-
paniee will be ordered to get ready for the
trip. The companies wlsich will probably
be selected are those from Hopkinsville,
tesxington, Newport, Frankfort and the
Legion.
Must Work Hard.
If it is decided to take the military
to be present at the launching, the sol-
dier boys have lots of hard work before
them, as the attendance at drills since
the enearnoment last summer has not
teen at all regular, in most of the com-
panies selected, and the companies at
present could not make a creditable
-flowing. Altogether about four hun•
dred men will probably be taken.
BRILLIANT SCENE.
Presented at the Production of the Mys-
tic Midget. Many Fine Specialties
-The Little People Acquit Them-
selves in a Most Creditable Manner.
-Youngstown, Ohio, Daily Vindi-
cator.
A very large and fashionable audi-
ence greeted the initial presentation of
that fascinating juvenile production,
"The Mystic Midget" in the opera
house Friday evening, the net proceeds
of which will be devoted to augmenting
the funds of the Free Kindergarten and
Day Nursery.
"The Mystic Midget" is a very pretty
fairy story told in verse. The scene
opens on the isle of flowers, where the
fairies arrayed in charming costumee
are celebrating the anniversary of the
flowers.
During the course of the play speoial-
ties were introduced which were very
much enjoyed. The fancy dancee and
marches were executed admirably by
the little folks, as vere the various
gonge. In fact, the work of every boy
and girl in the entire cast was beyond
criticism and demonstrated careful
training as well as marked ability on
the part of the young folks. The cos-
tumes were very leaborate, while the
staging was perfect. The tablamix were
without doubt, some of the very pret-
tiest ever seen on a local stage. Hal.
land's Opera House Dec. 17 and 18 For
benefit of Public School Library.
-
Here and Elsewhere.
LIBEL-The libel salts of County
Judge Adair Notelet the itennaliDY0
Merdiehger, the houisville Dispateh and
the Hawesville Clartuti Nano up In Haw
emit Circuit Court Hai week.
HAW SOMEBT.-The °litho& Cie
thedral In course of construction at
Covington will oost over $.)00,000, and
will be the handsomest house of worship
in Kentucky.
PRICE-The best priee{paid for Da-
• me county leaf tobacco this season was
$12.
HEAVY -Tobacco sales at Henderson
a-id Owensboro are heavy. and good
prices are ruling.
DENIES-W. J. Bryan, in an inter
view at Dallas, Tex., denied that he is
going to Mexieo especially to study the
subject in a free silver country. He
aeys he and Mrs. Bryan go to seek rest
and pleaeure in a country that should be
full of interest to al Americans.
a
What Private Hammond objected to
was the manner in which his superior
officer made his mark.
Since New York City has grown SO
large ehe is agitating for a "thirty-five
foot channel" to the sea.
- ---
The question as to who struuk Mark
Twain may become as mysterious as
that in regard to Billy Patterson.
Several distinguished statesmen in
Tennessee have their rods up waiting
for the Senatorial lightning to strike.
The Germans of Austria want Kaiser
Billy to govern them, and no doubt he
would like very much to please them.
If Capt. Tuttle and his Bear bring
back the ice-bound whalers it will be
quite as well es if he should find a
North pole.
Speaker Reed predicts another do-
nothing tension. There was so very
much to do when the preeent Congrese
took hold that this is a surprising prop-
, hecy. It will never do to judge by cam-
paign talk sx hat a Iteeublicsui
tranon is tv be,
Man
DEAD MEN ON ROLLS. DEATH WAS SUDDEN.
Steps Will Bs Taken to Discover Who Are Re- Mr. John Wood. Well-Known Here, Died
sponsible for the Frauds. Wednesday in Nashville.
A STARTLING EXPOSURE THREATENED.
'SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Washington, Dec. 9 -A bomb-shell is
about to burst in the pension office
which will startle the corntry and forc-
ibly direct attention to the tremendous
pension burden which is weighing down
the finances of the country. Quiet in-
vestigations have been in progress'
which point strongly to the fact that
thousands of dead pensioner' are carri•
ed on the rolls. Annually several
lions of dollars are paid out by the gov-
ernment ou behalf of pensioners long
since in their graves. Fraud is rampant
in certain divisions of the bureau in
spite of the precautione adopted. The
conditions have grown so flagrant that
the country stands on the verge of a
great national scandal unless prompt
measures' are taken.
Officials of the pension Bureau, Sena-
tors, members of the cabinet and the
President himself know the situation
and appreciate the imperative necessity
for a change.
It is admitted by the pension officiate
that the frauds practiced on theGovern-
went are of such apparent magnitude
that only the moet heroic measures will
reach the evil.
Two measures have been suggested
as the necessary first step,and these may
become effective at a very early date.
They are:
First, to publish the entire pension
lists by State, county and township sub-
divisions; to cut off pensioners living in
foreign countries who cannot produce
incontestable proof of the validity of
their papers.
Secoud, to appropriate at least $50,000
for nee in revising the rolls and to in-
vestigate all doubtful cases, and to
amend the pension act of 1890.
Secretary Bliss, of the Interior De
partment, has given to the matter close
attention. He is in favor of publishing
the names of thoee receiving a bounty
from the government in such form as to
be identified with the locality in which
the pensioner lives. This would, it is
contended, do mach to check frauds,
the existence of which on a mammoth
scale is not denied by anyone who knows
the facto.
Annually the government pays out in
pensions nearly as much as it derives
from the customs revenue of the entire
republic, and countless thousands of
applications for admission to the lists
still come pouring into the department.
More than 200,000 cases are now pend-
ing, of which at least 100,000 will be
pawed on favorably.
Careful investigation of the known
Marcell of fraud discloses the fact that
n several channels the doors are opened
wide and that at every point advantage
is taken of the Government. Classified
n the order of their importance in ccet
to the country, the frauds may thus be
numbered •
1. Carrying on the rolls names of
pensioners whose deaths have been con-
cealed from the bureau by interested
parties.
2. Getting on the rolle under the de-
pendent pension act of 1800, which was
enacted to help old soldiery with no
other source of ineome and to pension
the really dependent.
3. Securing pensions through forged
papers, false indorsements and fraudn•
lent records.
In each of these three sub-divisions
there is cumulative evidence to support
the statement that every year the gov
ernment pays out on spurious papers
upward of 13,000,000. It may be many
limes more.
THE YOUNG FOLKS WILL HELP.
School Children to Give • Library to the
li•ttleship "Kentucky."
The children of the State will lend a
helping hand towards making the new
battleship, "Kentucky" the pride of the
navy and a credit to the country. Louis-
ville school children have inaugurated a
laudable movement as set forth in the
following letter, in which Hopkinsville
young folks will be interested :
"We want every boy and girl of the
school age-that ill, between 6 and 20
years-to join in &subscription to a fund
to be used in the purchase of a library
for the battleship Kentucky. The libra-
ry is to be known aa the gift of the
school children of Kentucky to the bat-
tleship Kentucky, and we invite every
boy and every girl to join with us, and
each one to give I cent toward raising
enough motley. No boy or girl will be
allowed to give more than 10 rents.
"The grown up people are going to
give the Kentucky a flue silver service,
but we are going to give her a library.
and if every boy and girl in Kentucky
will join itogether aud each one give 1
tient, we can do it.
"The money ra lied will be used to ba
the library by a committee of three per-
sons to be named by our Governor, aud
it will be presented to the battleship by
them in our name.
"Every boy and girl in Kentucky who
will give 1 cent will please send it to
the Louisville Trust Company, truitee.
Give it to your postmaster, or to your
newspaper editor, or to the bank in your
town, and they will toward it to the
Louisville Trust Company, trustee.
"Herman B. Anderson, Center and
Walnut ochool; Lyttleton Anderson,
Kentuoky•street School. '
There is one thing you cannot
do without, and that le
CLAIRETTE
SOAK
It brings teat, comfort and
ease to women the whole year
round. Sold everywhere.
sups ONLT ET
The N. E. Falrbank Cotnrany,
St. 1+0111A.
II••••
same periOd et isc t year.
HIS DAUGHTER AND BROTHER LIVE HERE.
Mr. Eugene Wood received. a tele-
phone message, Wednesday afternoon,
announcing the sudden death of hie
brother, Mr. John ood, in Nashville.
Well-Known Here.
The news of the death waa received
with general regret in Hopkinsville,
where the deceased was well-known.
He had numerous relatives in this sec-
tion of the State.
He was the father of Miss Data',
Wood and the brother of Mr. Eugene
Wood, of this city, and was the brother
of Mr. Louis G. Wood and Mrs. Samuel
J. Hodgson, of Clarksville.
Mr. Wood's early life was spent in
the neighborhood of Trenton, and the
burial will take plate in the family
graveyard there. He was forty-o-e
years old, and was the traveling repre-
sentative of a large wholeeale grocery
house of St. Lonis.
Was Stricken Down.
Tuesday night he arrived in Nasal-
ville in the interest of his firm, and stop-
ped at one of the hotels. He seemed in
usual health. At the breakfast table
yeeterday morning he was taken ex-
tremely sick, and death resulted a
few hours later. Heart disease waa the
cause of the death.
Painfully Injured.
Mills Campbell, son of Dr. Alex Camp-
bell, was player "Anthony-over" with
a number of boys Wedn'sday afternoon.
One of the boys threw a brick, instead
of a ball, over the house. The missile
struck Mills on the forehead, inflicting
an extremely painful wound.
Bold Dogs for Taxes.
Two bird dogs belonging to George
Coleman, colored, were sold in front of
the court house. yesterday, to satisfy
a claim for taxes One of the dogs
brought $4 50, the purchaser being Mr.
Jack Warfield. Judge Polk Canaler
bought the other dog for $1 60 The sale
'was the only one of the kind ever hell
in this county.
A Double Marriage.
A double marriage took place
in the County Clerk's office at two
o'clock this afternoon. The contracting
parties were George White and Mies
011ie M. Nixon, and James A. Lyle and
and Miss Mildred A. Davis. All are
from Haley's Mill. County Judge
Breathitt officiated.
INTERESTING LETTERS
The following
interesting let-
ters were receiv-
ed by Dr. Hart-
man, Columbus',
Ohio, from
thankful wom-
en : Mrs. L. A.
A dams, Bearden,
Tenn , writes:
"I can gladly
recommend Dr.
s 
• Hartman's won-
r
derfnl remedies. They are all auy
housewife needs with the books sent
free treating on the different ailments.
I have aged Pe-ru•na for four years and
it never faila to give relief if taken in
time. Whenever I feel done up it helps
me wonderfully. In mimes of cold.,
chills, la grippe, if taken in hot water,
it acts like a charm. I can recommend
it for pains in the back, cold hands and
feet. You will save doctor bills by the
use of Dr. Elartman's wonderful medi•
eines."
Miss Linnie
Wigginf, Berlin
Heights', 0 h io,
writes: "I suffer-
ed with catarrh
of the noie, head
and throat for 3
years. I could get
no relief until I
began taking Pe-
ru-na. I took 3
bottles. It has
done wonders
s •
• Independent of
curing my catarrh it has greatly im-
proved my geeeraly health. I cannot
deecribe the change. Any one suffering
from eaten h and knowing that it can be
cured would be very unwise not to take
Dr. Hartman'e advice. Follow direc,
lions. Pe-ru-na does the rest."
Address the Pe-rurna Drug Monufac.
taring Company, Columbus, Ohio, for a
free book entitled "Winter Catarrh."
Ask your druggist for a flee Pe-ru•na
Almanac for 1898.
Trer...,?0,11 11,
-.AP. 1. -.41,
Believes in Fighting.
Governor Bredley think.) that a fist
fight is such an unusel thing that a man
should be pardoned for the offense. Syl-
vester Johnson, of Nelson coduty, was
givens jail sentence and fined for fight•
log, he having used his lisle on au ant&
ionise, He applied for a pardon, and
the Governor granted It on the ground
that such a thing was So be notntneuded
where so many men used pistols and
knives,
New Rules.
--
The Court of Appeals ha. adopted the
following new rules, with which local
attorneys must become acquainted ,
Rule 18-Cases once adjudicated by
this court and again brought up by ap
peal may be advanced by leave of the
court oo motion of either party.
Rule I 7-There shall socompany every
brief a classification of the questions dia.
cooed ; the classifications may be indi-
cated by a "word" which suggests a
subject or by a brief synopsis of it. The
authorities relied upon shall be cited
under the appropriate headings. This
rule applies only to briefs to be filed,
Not Bath usi•
The distillers are not rushing franti-
cally to the support of the plan propos-
ed by the Kentucky Distillers' Associa-
tion for limiting the production for a
period of three yeah!), and the scheme
may abort.
A Iliet•ke.
The statement sent out yesterday that
the 10 per cent. reserve fund to meet in-
terest bearing warrants had been ex•
hauled and the treasury would pay nO
more old warrants until next September
is not true, and Agaistant Treasurer
James says the treasurer will pay all
outatanding warrants of any date up to
April 14, 1896. These warrants have
been called in repeatedly, but there are
eome out. The intereet stopped on theee
warranta last Sunday,Deoember 6 Next
month there will be another call for
warrants to the extent of $100,000, from
April 14, 11196, to a date to be decided
upon latter.
The Dollar Market
Behind.
Left Far
EXCITING SCENES.
R. A. Robinson Dying-Mother McKinley
Alive.
TWO MORE TOLLGATES DEMOLISHED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
.igo, Dec 9 -It has been a long
time since there as such excitement in
the grain pit as has been wituessed all
of this morning. This was caused by the
prices paid for 'Seconder wheat, which
opened at $1 Ili reel bl• •,1 jumped to
$1.07.
The Bulls have luaeb• e-ec e • to
check the advance, but far tie e7-
forts have failed. There is no telling
how much higher the pi ice may go.
R. A. ROBINSON DYiNG.
[sPiteisL 10 NEW LEA]
Louisv• ille, Ky., Dec. 9.-Mr. R. Al
Robinson, one or lee mom prominent
and best known men in the city, is ly-
ing at the point of death.
He is the senior member of the well-
known wholesale drug firm of R. A.
Robinson & Co He has a wide acquain-
tance throughout Keutucky and the
South, and the news of his condition
will cause much sorrow
It is believed that he will not live
through the day.
STILL ALIVE.
esoecree TO NEw ESA)
Canton, O., Dec. 9.-Mother McKin-
ley is alive but is much weaker.
TROUBLE IN LINCOLN
[SPECIAL TO NEW Las
Stanford, Ky., Dec. e - A toll gate in
Lincoln county was demolished by
raiders last night.
The keeper was warned that he would
be severely dealt with if he attempted
to collect any more toll.
The Fiscal Court is now in called
session and is endeavoring to purchase
the roads and free them.
MISS BRADLEY ACCEPTS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Dec. 9.-It's all over.
Miss Christine Bradley has accepted
Secretary Loog's invitation to Christen
the battleship.
BOYLE'S FIRST RAID.
(srecreL ro :sew Kite j
Danville, Ky., Dec. 9.-Fur the first
time in the history of Boyle county, reg-
ulators made their presence known.
Laist night they tore down a toll gate
jast outside of the city halite.
They threaten to free by force every
road in the county.
Clothes Caught on Fire
While a young son of Mr. Edward
Jones was playing near a lard vat, yes-
terday afternoon, on his father's farm,
near J nlien, hie clothes caught on fire.
The child's brother threw a bucket of
water on the flume' and saved the boy's
life. The youngeter we. painfully but
not seriously buri.eii.
Better than Klond ire Gold.
Is health and strength gained by taking
Hood's Sarsaparilla, the great blood pur•
ifier. It fortifies the whole sj stem and
gives you such streneth that nervous
troublee cease, and work which seemed
wearing and laborous, becomes easy end
is cheerfully peformed. It has done this
for others, it will for you.
Hood's Pills are the best family cath-
artic and liver medicine. Gentle, relia-
ble, gam
- -
Just a Few Dont's.
Perhaps you bare all heard or read
the advice contained in the followieg
"don'ts," but it is good enough to be re
pealed over and over again. We take
them from a paper that seems to think
as we do about it :
Doia't catch cold. Catching cold is
much more preventable than it is gee-
erally supposed to be. Keep yoar feet
warm and dry, your head cool, your
chest well protected. Avoid exposure
with an empty stomach, Take care not
to cool off suddenly when you are. heat
ed. Keep out of drafts, wear flannel.
and be careful generally.
Don't sleep in the same flannels that
you wear during the day.
Don't wear thin Mocking or light
soled shoes in cold or iu wet weather.
Don't keep the sun out of your living
rooms any your sleeping rooms. Sun•
light is absolutely necessary to put in
proper condition the air we breathe.
Don't neglect your house drainage.
The first condition of a family's health
is a dry, sweet atmosphere.
Don't forget that Dr, Good Habits,
Dr Diet and Dr. Exercise are the Gest
dtctOre in She world.
---
,up. • es.-
lollies@ Preachers,
Two of the holiness preechers who
have been holding otreet mretngs in
this city during the lege three weeks
have gone to Tenneasee and are con-
ducting services near Palmyra, South
qf Clarksville. The others are still
Hopkinsville.
he
nly Cure
You can fool people, but there is
no such thing as cheating Nature.
A doctor may prescribe salves and
lotions to be used externally, and
deceive the sufferer from Eczema
for the time being, b, t the poison in
the blood is not deceived by it. It
is bound to show again in tho • '.ape
of ugly eruptions scales.
Eczema
is a deep-seated blood disease. It
is so difficult to cure that today there
is only one medicine which sufferer.
can take with certainty of a cure.
8wift's Specific (8. 8. S.) never
tails to cure Eczema. It searches
out the germs that cause the disease,
assists Nature to throw off the
poison, and cures permanently. It
makes the blood well and keeps it
well. It is the only Real Blood Pur-
ifier, because it is the only medicine
for the blood that is composed en-
tirely of vegetable ingredients.
Every one who has bad blood should send
EARNINGS-The growl earnings of to the SWIY
T ere-
fifty-four roads for November show an civic Co., 
Atlan-
increase of ;4.6%1,066 compared with the ta, Ga., for va
lu-
able free books.
If You
Ilhe Last Call.
411."
Want
SILKS,
DRESS GOODS
and TRIMMINGS
If Vou Want
FANCY GOODS
If 
and NOTIONS
JAGKETS & CAES.
If ou Want Carpets Rugs and
Li oleum It will pay you to inspect
ni large and well assorted stock be-
fo .e buying. Cut prices in every de-
pa men is the last orders.
%
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ITIAL LIQUOR CO., -I
203 oath Main St. Ooo. First National Bank
The Representative and only
Whiskey Store in Christian Co.
NW-
650"•-•
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Cpb•-•
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6111•'-
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4110•-
OP"-
r•-
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r"'
re are now ready to supply everyone in Christian and
entre ding oonnties with their Holiday Whiskies, Wined
and B ndies.
liday Prices! Holiday Priccs!
i•"Old horoughbred," XXXX, Premier of Ryes,
11 years old •   i6 00 Per lial
• Old Payne," The Peerlees, hand made sour
mash. 9 years old   4 00 "
••Ky. Oakes," old fashion, hand made sour mash.
7 years old  . ..... -. $ 50 "
"Cry al Springs," old style copper, hand made
sour mash, 5 years old 8 00 "
-Ky. Belle," fire copper, hand made sour mash,
5 years old 2 75 "
"Ky. eks." old fitebion, hand made sour mash,
4 years old .. 2 50 "
"Old on," Kr. Bourbon, 3 years old  2 on "
' Old 'ennessee," 3 years old ... .   2 00 "
Knox Co , Tenn. White Corn   2.00 "
Pure Id Apple BrarAv. absolutely pure  2 `.0 "
Steal Uo. Pesch P a dy    3.60 "
Old rentice, 10 years uid, .......... $1 S5 per e* f11
Old lelson, bottled in bond ....... 1.21 •
old ndenson, " "  1 2i ••
Ky. 4144, 8 years old  1.00 "
We are Headquartere ler Wines for Holi lay Use:
Extra Dry Champagne . 86c per pt. hot
Calif irnia Port Wine, pure
Bur lean Clarets, pure 
 
 150c •'
50c per qt. hot
Califbruia Catawba, pure.   50c • "
Hunearian Blackberry Wine   751 "
'pia._ Blaciberi f Brandy   50c
Jamaica Rum, XXX  
Botobsei Warehouses and Absolutely Pure.
Fiemember our whiskies are from U. S. Gover
65c
Bottles and Jugs furnished f -4.110
Teleptone let-1 rings. S. J. SAMUE rop'r -41110
1111441414111111111idgillilliN
••••SID
TREATMENT
FOR WEAK MEN.
TRIAL WITHOUT EXPENSE.
The famots6 Appliance and, Remed lee of
the Erie liet14:1 op. now I to the first ume
offered on I withoutexpense to any
boorat man. 1.4 et a &War to he paid.
la advent. Cure Effeeta of Errors
eir Excesses n Old or Irnun . Manhood
Fully Kept° . How to nisrire and
Usenet bon milk Undeveloped Portions
of Body. beolute4y unfailing Home
Treatment. o C. D. or other scheme.
A plain otte by a firm of high standing.
64 N1ACi LtA ST
, PUFF.% N. YRIE ME CALCO
X MAS
At our Place!
.. You illAlways,Find ..
Mince Meat, Cocoanuts,
Apple Butter, Oranges,
Jellies, Lemons,
Preserv , Dates,
Kraut, Figs,
et
Pigs' F t, Prues,
Sweet P ckles, Raisins,
Maple S rup, Nuts,
Curran* Citron,
Buckwheat Flour,
And Everyining Else Good To Eat.
REEVES-THE-G ROC ER
Next door to First National Bank.
Suolementary
to the Style.
F, COHEN, Opp. Court House.
WHO ANL WL7
Vett know us or hole' heard of toi. we are
"tie id the DI st, best and cheep...! milliners
in the eity, need no furiiii•r riseitsuiten-
melons. W• env'. an established patronage
lolice, every tropoeltion we offer I. made In
weal faith. I' lent! by I
1111 Do toil Pay High PrIcea
for goods whiin jou ran get seasonable. new
at prices? This I, e hat we
do: %We will II all our trenmeit %ellen or
any other haAl for half price t'onie eats for
j ourself. E miiNNy
F. COHEN'S,
The Milliner.
L. & N. Time Table.
; SOUTH BOUND.
No. 55 A... e 'dation departs 6:15 a. m.
" h3 Fast ie  " 6 :35 a. m
151 Mail e  " 5 :13 p. m.
" 91 New pristine lim. " 11:16 p. m.
NORTH.
52 Chicago St. Louis lim. a. m
9e Mail  P - m
e4 Fast line p. m
se Annommeiatiom arrivals .4 6 m
Teeth. Rah.
4,8Extra ted without pain for
50 ce with vitalized air.
1A Fu i. SET OF TEETH $7.
Teeth inserted w i t h o u t
plate.
Old and Broken Down
Natural teeth made as good
as nes+. Crown and bridge
w o r li a specialty. All
work tuaranteed at
Ballimorb Derital Pailors,
Stimmers Building,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
sees •
K '
HAIR BALSAM
Cionamo aod boundice tra haw
Promotes laturrof root
Never Pails to Rootoro
Holy to Ito Toot-fin: Color.
Com pulp disowns Ss tma
Et.. nod LOD At
Hold-Fast CLOTHES LINKHANGER
A nvw and useful device which every fam-
ily will buy. is sold only through local
agents. Simple and strong: can be put up
anywhere: securely holds rope or wire: In-
stant adjustment and removal of line. DO
prop& needed. Sells on sight. Popular
price AGENTS WANTED EVCRYWIIFEZ.
F.ICIUSIVe teffItOf . Attractive terms.
Premiums and profit...haring. Anyone
may become agent. Sample pair. lay mail.
25c. K irt.sto NovELTv Ca.. 5.14 Locust dt,
Philadelphia
FE
rikielerrestier'• ?welsh Mammal ResseLL ,
NNYROYAL I
.4- trtgla7et ....1 "il Gl.k..r  asUi'...t • we, 5.. ..
.ii  . or owed tryth hese Abion Tato
‘f.:14L,Z.Ma t Mod old "al 
......t,i  re
...
4 .....0 a *a 11111111411.W • i 0,111,10111, I  I I 1 Med 441.
.... ea... 14..... 4.0.100.. tra.01.ft. i
1r 4.1200 kl• peettestars. wommeek...• wee
." Italie fo. Ladle.. 0. Woo ter returs
Skil kr 16. ...8.0. Ltr.4/A/A.
111
0.1.1. e00,12A•0100 to...ametoa pi•lis.it. I e,oiSs 
T.00011riii...L.Dig....4A . e..e.P ,
.SYPHILI S
,411 YOU oore Ton.. Prrapow., CoN.,Colorrd Boots. Actwa. Old 5, --1
..- -1. tn Month. Hal- 1,..tuir W rite (1:00 "
Eli EDI' CO., ant Maroale TenotOf
toasts, III., for proofs of eon. C....1
I, 1111100.000. *Dna MAW e11001 to 1
as mays. lee-pare bort tre.o. •
ARE YOU
BANKQUPTinhealth,
constitution undermined by ex-
travagance in eating, by disre-
garding the laws of nature. or
:1hysical capital all gone, if so,
NEVER DESPAIR
tutt's Lives- Pills will cure you.
For cick headache, dyspepsia,
;cur stomach, malaria, tormd
iver, constipation, biliousness
Inci all kindred diseases.
tutt's Liver P:
an absolute cure.
e#111.1..% .44114.
!ANTRA!
- 
YAW,
• PDX! •
ILROP'
TIME TABLE.
IAA Vie HOPRINIIY11.1.11. _
No,11114, Ac, No. SIX, No. art, As.
daily, ex. Nun, daily, daily.
Hop'sville, 7:15 a. m. 1:111) p. m. SAO p.M.
A r. PrInci'n 14:11) a. al. p. m. p.
liend`sun ii:OUp. tn.
" EVAILLE P ;45 p, tn.
Lot•ILLa 5: m. 10:46 p. marei6 a,
Paducah 10:16 a. m. 1:15 a. tn.
Memphis SOD p. ni. 7:60 a. m.
New. or. 9:00 a. tn. 710 p. in.
AkiltIVIIE AT eeexiissviees.
o0.1166. Ac, No.201. No.11111, Ae.
daily, daily. day, ei. Ha.
1,v. evaronie MAIO a. M.
" end'son 9:20 a. m.
" Priaccon 7:1h a. m 1:00p. m. 4:46 p. m.
Ar. 10:241 a. in. 1:05 p. m. 6:411) p. m.
Train No. 802 has through Chair Oar
and Sleeper from PrincatOn tO New Or-
leans rift. Memphis.
E. M. SHERWOOD, AGT.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
W. A. Ksuown, A. G. P. A.,
Lohierille, Ky.,
Effective Dec. 5, '97.
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Sidionse of an Ohio UndIrrtaker For Ad.
v•rtising Embimlg.
An Ohio un(krtak4 named Pearce
doesn't allow seutime t to interfere
with business. He 't see why the
shoemaker adjoining h s establishment
should advertise his sk4ll by displaying
his samples, or the tilor across the
street hang his latest -oriel confec-
tion in his front windoie, while the em-
balmer's good work haa to find a he's-
1ment beneath six feet o earth almost as
soon as it has been am' uplishell.
Mark Twain, when h was shown the
mummy of a Pharaoh who lived in the
time of Moses, shrugeled his shoulders
with contemptuous indifference and re
marked to the curator ot the museum:
"Haven't you got a corpse that is •
little fresher?"
All Mark has to do it; to visit the fu-
neral direction establi•hment of Mr.
Pearce at Ardmore. There he will prob-
ably find something mlre to his fastidi-
ous fancy in the shapof a sample of
embalming, kept on vietv by Mr. Pearce
for inspection by his Customers. The
"subject" has now done service for a
period of three years, artd the proprietor
confidently expects that it will last as
long as he remains in blisiness.
body in question has been in the
very warmest workroom of his estab-
lishment all this while,!and the leather-
like flesh at the corpse is totally free
from odor or putrefaction. Some say
the hair on a body vill grow after
death. This probably originated in the
mind of a dramapist Ør novelist, who
wanted to sensati3nalite his readers to
sell his books. for there lied Mr. Pearce's
dead man, with his very last hair cut
the same as it was two or three years
ago. Then 610190 say that the hair will
fall out, but you coulde't pull the hair
out of that body with tweezers. Each
hair seems to be particUlarly riveted in-
to the hardening leather and bone.
Even the fuzzy, lighter hairs of all
other parts of the body remain the same.
as they were at death. .
Formaldeheyde, a Product of wood
alcohol, and a compenitively recent
product, is the fluid ivith which the
body was embalmed. find Mr Pearce
says that there is now * fluid, with oth-
er elements added, thtit is far better
than the 140 ounces, or a little over one
gallon-43 worth-of tile forrnaldeheyde
used for the dessicatiob of the body in
question.-New York Herald.
A New Use For Organ Grinders.
A well dresseg woman lately entered
a Paris jeweleCa shopand asked to see
some valuable sold pine While she
was examining them a man began play-
ing a barrel organ before the door. The
music seemed to annoy the lady, and,
stepping to the door. ale threw a piece
of money to the man iind told him to
go away, which he did;at once.
On returning to the counter she said
that none of the pints salted ber, but
that as some compensation for the trom
ble she had given fine would buy a
brooch. She accordingls chose one, paid
10 trance for it and was leaving the
shop when the jeweler missed e dia-
mond pin of great value from among
those she had been examining. He are
oordingly stopped blei customer, who
seemed high,ly indlguent and insisted
on the proprietor's wife searchiug her,
which was done, but * pin was found.
The jeweler then 'let his sister to
watch the woman, whd was seen to en-
ter another jeweler'. Om), and was pre-
tending to make a pueclaase when the
organ grinder made his appearance. As
soon as he began pleying she again
threw some money and ordered him to
move on, but the person who was
watching her perceived that with the
money she had given tlie man a piece of
jewelry. This was at Once made known
to the police, who arrested both, and on
searching the man they found several
articles of stolen property. -Paris Let-
ter.
Logging RisOrosids.
Time was sehen the! logs were drawn
over roads of slow and ice on the great
rude sledges to the banks of some river.
drawn out on the ice gad loft until the
springtime, when thes would be floated.
down stream to the; mills. In some
plaoes the system is 411 in vogue, but
in large meager() all this has been
changed. Logging rasaroads have been
built into the forests, dnabling the own.
era of pine lands to}each forests far
from any stream. Spore treat the main
branch of the road are. built out like the
fingers on an enermoge hand clutching
at the defenseless pin . After a tortn-
(MA pammage through the paths of the
woods the leg is loaded upon the skid-
way-an incline levelling down to the
railway track. The Iskids are long,
tough poles of tamarlick or some hard
wood. placed about 201 feet apart.
The logs easily roll down on these
skids and are drawn bt horses op on the
abort, wide freight cars, and as fast as
one car is loaded nother takes its
place, until a train of perhaps 30 cars
is made up The roafi is a very rough
one, and the trains ere supplied with
the best of airbrakes, or the grades are
steep, and great care *list be exercised
or the trains will beeak in two and
disaster a:n(1 possibly loss of life will
follow if a part of ID130 of the trains
breaks away and start down the grade.
"Mountain climbers, 7 the powerful en-
gines in use in mining regionm, are a
part of the equipment of a logging rail-
road.-"The story of a Pine Hoard,"
by W. a lliirwood, ia St Nicholas,
flee eta iluileittoree
Thee Am telling ft tonal ifttY t'ti nip
'Hopi, (lie ',mow', Heft doff,: tht, 411.
or day 4 W1001411 .411144 III mid 014141 "I
want two dotatti itell'14 Nig* Tliby mei
all he twits laid II t44ek hens."
The grows swirl; "jblaclasn, I am will,
lag to aeoatonusiate op, but you hays
got the Jpest of rue Ibis time. I don't
know how to tell tl4i t.ggs of a black
hen from those of a1. speckled or white
one."
Said she, "I can till the difference,
mighty quick."
"If that is so, madam, will you kind-
ly pick out the eggs fbr yourself:"
She did so, and when the two dozen
were counted into her basket, the gro-
cer looked at them arid said suggestive-
ly, "Well, madam, ii seems as though
the black hens laid all the big eggs."
"Yea," Said She, i" that's the way
DOU tell them. "-Ilatdware.
6•••••
Why go to to the tailor.
We can save you
$10, $15, $18,
By buying our Guaran-
teed Clothing.
-Supplement.--Friday, Dec. 10, 189Z.
licrc'sFucifoRcdThcFlanics
OF LIVELY BUSINESS CONFLAGRATION,
A MID-WINTER
REDOCTIO SALE!
OF CLOTHING,
Furnishing Goods and Shoes, at the "Satisfactory Store"
All Good Dressers
AO Up-to-Date Citi-
zens wear our
[qia ioTiIor Made Clothes
OF THE
66 (C) 31r-A 31:1 M I JE3 LAO "
FRANKE jS
we are overstocked! We must reduce our immense stock of Me,n's and Boys' Clothing and Furnishings, ajnd we
know you will want to make your husband, brother, teanher or some relative a useful present for the Holiday. We
therefore look to your interest as well as to our, and quote prices that, owing to the advance prices on goods, w I save
you from $2 to $6 on each purchase. These are "Bona-fide" Reductions, which are Unusual at this Season of th Year,
OMT-TT "W-= 1\Z-CTST
Look over every item on this page, and then come and see the goods and prices we make All reductions are "GREEN
TAGGED," and former prices on suits are on the origin91 ticket. You can buy without a salesman.
LOSE PRICES
Is the fly-wheel that runs our business,
while quality gives the finishing touch
to each article that leaves our house.
21.50 Men's Fine .Worsted Suits, in Brown and
and Cheeks ; equal any $35 suit made hy merchant 
16 00tailors ; • Green Tag Price
21.50 Men's Fine Scotch Lamb's Wool Plaid Sack
Suits, satin faced and plaid lining; Green Tag 
100Price, 6
16.50 Men's fine Scotch Green and Brown Over-
plaids French-faced and Satin-piping Suits; equal 1275
to tailor made. Green Tag Price,
15.00 English Covert Cloth Sack Suits ; extra hea- 1 1150 vy round sack; tan color. Green Tag Price, -
*:16.50 Brown Plaid Scotch Camel's Hair Sack
Suits; one-half sitin-faced covert cloth lining; el- 1275
egant quality. Green Tag Price, 
-------EsSPEAKING OF
VC
'Tis Not So Warm!
Wiihout One of Our Overcoats For Men!
reoa S!t  $1.95, Is WorthThat is the our Wright's Health Under-wear Gums' Outing Cloth Night Shirts, - - 48 cts
" Negligee Shirts, the $1 and 1.25 kind, - 75 cts
quality, 
- 
- 
- 
- 
-
Novelty Bosom White Bodies, $1 and 1.25
Fancy Bosom White Bodies, 50 c quality, 39 as
75 cts
White Shirts, 2100 linen open fronts, - 75 cts
All-wool Beaver Overcoats, with velvet collar, blue
and black; elegantly made, former price $7.50. 575
Green Tag Price
Fine quality "Irish Frize," tan color. Regular 7
price $10. Green Tag Price, 00
- English Kersey Overcoats, elegant
tan and Brown,-round and square cut, elegantly 
I 100trimmed. Green Tag Price, 
12.50 Imported Black Sheba Cloth Double Breit+.
ted Sack Suits. Grein Tag Price, - 1000
15.00 Elegant Plaid Worsteds ; 3 colors-in blue,
and ; regular price $15. Green Tag Price, -
"Many
Words
Won't
Fill a
Bushel."
WE therefore spare Nir-ords and try to con-vey to your minds that our $10.00
suits are the best and most up-to-date all-
wool suits in Hopkinsville. We have 50
suits of them put in this sale at 
the 8 00Green Tag Price,
1150
Storni Overcoats-extra long Kerseys and I visit
Frize, grey or brown ; regular price $10. (;reen
Tag Price, i50
Young Men's Overcoats, sizes 32 to 35 ; tan meltons,
blue and black beavers ; regular price $12.50. Ureell950'Tag Price,
Youths' Overcoats,-ages 16 to 19 yrs ; in blue and
black Beavers ; regular price $7.50 and $10. 
Green 800Tag price, • - $5.00 and
10.00 Heavy weight "Indigo Blue," guaranteed
fast color, Navy or G. A. R. Suits in Frock, round Boys' and Children's Overcoats!and square cut Sacks, 2 sets buttons. Green Tag
ce,  800
8.50 Nobby plaid and stripied Cassimere Suits;
G000d .value at price. Green Tag Price. - 00
Now Look Men's all-Wool Kersey Suits; Good
HERE5 
value at the former price. Green Tag 375
Price, 
- - 
-
DICKEY'S All-Wool Deagonal, stripe and bas-ket weave, fast colors ; worth $6.50,
Kersey SUITS them, Green Tng
at the price other ilehieni pay for 500• VIROINIA
7.80 (Hu' Illaek Clay SVormtpd
worth $111, awl In tho spring its MI Vitliosal 1116 IV hulL..750$11,ro linit 412,00, Tdo onito T, I rmill ug
,
Boys' fly front Box Overcoats, 8 to 1,-,
Blue Kerseys ; regular price $8. Greet
yrs., i_wo,,, 
.50Tag prices-
Childs' Brown Plaid Cape Overcoats ;
$2.50. Green Tag Price,
rsgular price F5
rIM'What's nicer to give a boy from 3 to is years
for a christmas present than a suit of clothes? We
have a nice line of them, and to assist you in pleas-
ing the little fellows, we are going to put
"GREEN TAG PRICES"
, On all our ItOVS' SUITS, Kline Pants and king Pantsig,60 N'imog '1411101..111mb+ Haiti iffitt Suits, atIii 
i'rice,
round and iiquare cut plucks, Green 'rag 850Suitg,
- •
•
I •
I Just for a flyer, we put in this sale 25 dozen 50 ctsUnlaundried Shirts at 39 cts.
10.00 Young Men's up-to-date Suits, single and-
double breasted sacks. Green Tag Price, - 750 1-4 OFF. - REGULAR PRICE! - 1-4 01'7.1
- -
FOR THIS SALE . . .
We have marked the pricees of all HATS to 1-4 Off
the regular price.
FOR THIS SALE . . .
We have just received 50 dovon Men's Heavy Under-
wear, bought at reduced price. Your opportunity now is
to buy.
$1.50
Shoes
For Ladies
$3 PANTS
We Have
Marked all
Our $4 and
4.50 rants
town to 13
WE have a reputat on in this shoe that is
sound, because the shoe has proven all that
we claim for it. Equal to any $2 shoe sold.
We have it in lac3 and button, heel and
spring heel, needle and coin toes. Common
sense and old ladies' lace. Try a pair.
VERY SWELL.
This lines of l'a.nts ire up-to-date and equal
0) custom made by tailor pants at $6. Made
..f tine all-wool CAssimere and Worsted;
French seams, side pockets. with two hip
pockets and flaps over pockets.
VERT SWELL.
This is the Season for Mackintoshes
rl .ackIntovhes for Lades aud Gen-
tlemen at dry weath prices;
atikentoshes, at .
nekontoshili, at .
dolltibtoi1ot4, at .
itvloblioNlaio, tif .
.liikitilitoshital, Ili
,Wkiillills111.41, itt
iwki.iitoalies, at .
our Ladies' Detachable Bah
$3.50&
quality, black
An Ounce of Preventive
'191-1= G-R==1NT T.AG-GREEN TAG SALE
39c
Monday, Dec. 13th I No.15 Main St. Sam Frankel.  Hopkinsvillay
Commences
Don't forget the date.
•
•
•
•
•
•
$10,00
• 0,00
• 7.80
• 0,00
• 4.78
• 0.08
- 0.00
Coats) double capes, at
75.
From now until January
let Greatest Sale of the
year i97,
Green Tag Sale
Commences DEC. 13th.
9
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OLDEST CITIZEN. TOOK NUPTIAL VOWS.
Funeral Services
NEW COUNCIL
eaaseaelaaardaaee ,
MEETS. GONE 10 EIS REWARD. PIECES FOh PLANTES.
Held Mr. Holloway and Miss Ed- The Election
 of City Officers
Tuesday Afternoon. ward
s Marry.
BURIED IN HOPEWELL. AN AU
SPICIOUS EVENT.
fIS
IlkitTbe mesa et the M E. Church. South
- 
weaseled at His Home.
A TRIBUTE TO THE G000 NAN S MEMORY
Funeral !services over the remains of
the late Lewis T. Templeton, Hopkins-
vine oldest citizen, were held Tues-
day afternoon at the Shaw boarding
house on North Main street. A large
number of sorrowing relatives eud
friends were present.
Szermse s Held.
The exercises were conducted by the
Rev. L. E. Campbell, of Nashville.
Feeling prayers were offered, and a
sweet song 'service took place. The re-
mains were laid away in Hopewell
cemetery. The daughter of the de-
ceased, Mrs. Leona Fears. of St Louis,
was here to attend the teat sad ritee.
Mr. Templeton's wife, who was Miss
Elisabeth Browder, a member of a well-
known Kentucky family, survives him.
She is seventy-three years old.
At the funeral,Mr.T. J. Smith read a
beautiful tribute to the meemory of the
dead man, a porticn of which follows:
Lewis T. Tetnpletou was born In
leaden county, N. C., June attai 1M06.
He was converted and joined the Meth-
odist ehnreh at IT years Of ages RUM
which time be has lived a oaggialent
°burets member until tba Writing of
Due. 0th lean, when he dim% MI triumph,
In the earti year of his age,
He came to Kentucky in 1837 and
lived near Fait view in Christian °minty
till la57, when he moved to Illinois,
where he lived till 1876, when he re-
turned to Kentucky and lived in Hop-
kinsville till called away to his "Home
Over There."
First Church Organised.
At his house in Illinois the first so-
ciety of the M E Church South was or-
ganised.
His house was always a welcome
home for she preachers. aid aratand his
consecrated home-altar his generosity
woe manifest and his unstinted hospi-
tality evinced the tree nobleness of his
character.
These elements ruled his daily life
and were manifest in his endeavors to
promote all the various enterprises of
the church. He was Moved to duty by
the stirring energies of an inner con-
sciousness. as to his divine acceptanee.
Pie was emotional in his nature and
tend in his sensibilities, and always
faithfullei his obligations and duties as
a Chrustian citizen.
*at &said, to Go.
A few days b e he died he talked
feelin,gly of his ho outlook, recur-
lag us that he was rea mid he longed
to "Fly away aud be at reg."
MOVEMENTS OF AOPLE
_
Mr. C 0 Carter, of Elmo, was here
Tuesday
Mr. Roy Soloman, of Madisonville, is
In the city.
Mr. R. R. Lloyd, of Pembroke, was in
town Tue.:day.
Mr. W. 0. Steele, of Gracey, was in
Sown Tuesday.
Dr. F. E. Grace, of North Christian,
was in Sown today.
Mr. Frank R. Moore, of Oak Grove,
was in the city Tuesday.
'Squire George N. Johnson, of North
Christian, was here today.
Mrs. Gill Smith, of Pembroke, was in
Sown shopi leg aVedues lay.
Mae .1 tee in I.uudernuan and M. C.
Ltuderulau, of tette), were in the city
shopping Tuesday.
Miss Mary Withers arrived in the city
yesterday from Clarksville and is visit-
ing Mrs. Buckner Leaven.
Mr Alfred &Ales, recently of this
city and now of Arizona, is here ming-
ling with his many friends.
Mr. Haywood Mason and his sister,
Miss Lula Mason, of Springfield, Tenn.,
are visiting relatives in the city.
Miss Mary Back and Miss Eunice
Genchaet, of Clarksville, Tenn., are
guests of Mrs A G. &sales on S'xteenth
street.
C Big assortment of shot guns, bought
before the advance, at Forbes dc Bros.
PEDAGOGUES NAY SMILE NOW.
County Teacher• Will Nit Paid In Full
Next Saturelly.
Checks have been sent to the County
Superintendents aggregating f260.000,
being 20 per cent of the amount annual-
ly paid to school teachers.
Of this amount $50,000 went to Louis-
ville.
The money sent out will be disbursed
to morrow, and will be be full to date.
McCormack-Tyler Nuptials.
The following invitation has been is-
sued:
Mr. Richard Keeling Tyler
requests the honor of your presence
at th-1 marriage of his sister,
Miss idarye Moore Tyler,
to
Dr. Arthur Thomas McCormack,
on Wednesday, December the fifteenth,
eighteen hundred and ninety-seven,
at twelve o'clock, at
Grace Episcopal Church,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
In a limited number of the invitations
the following card was inclosed:
Mr. Richard Keeling Tyler
reqaests the honor of
The Ceremony Was Performed I Concordil
Church Near Julien.
THE PARTY ENTERTAINED AT DINNER.
Mr. S. Fox Holloway and Mies Taylor
Edwards, prominent and popular young
people of South Christian, wete joined
yesterday afternoon in the holy bonds
of matrimony.
A Church Wedding. .
The nuptial service took place at Con-
cord Church, near Julien. The interior
had been beautifully decorated for the
auspicious occasion.
Promptly at four o'clock the bridal
party entered the church, which was
crowded with the friends antarelatives
of the couple. and advanced to*ards the
altar. Mr. Gordon Nelson ached in the
capacity of best man, and Miss Cecil
Holloway, the easter of the groom, as
maid of honor. The attendants were:
Mr. I. Fletcher Campbell and Miss Mary
Collins, Mr. Frank Baker and Miss leoz
Wilson, Mr. Frank Holloway and Miss
Louise McOlannahan, Mr. Casale' E.
Graves and Mist Susie McComb.
Its O'Cloek Dinner..
The ceremony was grusefelly per-
formed by the Rev, W. U, Uarver, after
welch the members of the bridal party
were driven to the residence St Mr, it,
Howard Stowe, where a tur o °lock
sumptuous dluuer Mb. served. Last
night the entire dinner party attended
the entertainment at Holland's opera
house.
- 
-
He Ended His Life.
Engene Ottenville, more familiarly
known as "Limber," ended his life, Sun-
day night, by taking an overdose of mor-
phine. He was known by everybody in
Hopkinsville, being for several years one
of the pitchers of the local :base-ball
club.
Committeed Suicide.-
It is generally supposed that the yormg
man committed suicide, but the mem-
bers of his family refuse to believe it.
He was a son of the Hon. Frank Otten-
vale, Sr., a Representative 'rem Davi-
son county in the present 'Tennessee
Legislature.
Whether the drug was takeniwith sui-
cidal intent is not altogether:apparent
from the facts so far gathered.: It is be-
lieved though that the young Than de-
liberately planned his own death.
Ottenville was found, SandayMight, by
some young men near R. Sofge's drug
store, on the corner of Surnmet and Pea-
body streets, in Nashville, shortly after
9 o'clock in a semi-conscious dondition.
They recognized him, and one in the
party hastened to Ottenville's home and
notified his father. At that time it was
S'5Ileved thadte; roung man was under
the influence of liquor.
Mr. Ottenville responded in a few
minutes and carried his son home in a
buggy. On reaching the house it was
seen that vonng Ottenville was rapidly
growing worse. and Dr. T. L Maddin
was summoned Dr. Maddin applied all
the usual remedies to counteract the
drug but withOut effect, and at 11 :25
o'clock Eugene Ottenville breathed his
last.
company at breakfast
On Wednesday, December the fifteenth,
at one o'clock.
Hotel Latham.
 
_ _
A nice display of silirer-r ',poops
at Forbes & Bros.
Opens a Stare.
Mr. David Smith has opened • gener-
al merchandise store at Fruit Hill. He
has brought on a large and well selected
Mock, and, as he is a hustling business
man the New ER+ bespeaks for him a
large patronage for the start.
Ifbe Revel I. Use iiiest woe* balilee powder
beeves. Attest twits illiev it gees sew
tbird further it.. ear admit Wee& i
loYAL
00... ammo 110w001, CO., M.Mor MOIL
Told Friends ()cony*.
Sunday young Ottenville erent all
around Nashville and told all his friends
good-bye. He told them that he was
going "streets the river." His friends
thought that he was joking arid did not
pay any attention to him. Taey never
dreamed that he was going tis commit
suicide.
It was at first thought thatl he killed
himself while drinking but tlhe physi-
cians who were present when he died
state twit there was no evident's of liquor
about him et all.,
Ottenville warn well-liked its Hopkins-
ville, and the news of his delath is re-
ceived here with much regret.
J. A. Major's Will.
The will of the late J. A. Major was
probated late Monday afternoon.
He leaves his entire estate to his
widow until his youngest child shall be-
come twenty-one years old, at which
time, Mrs. Major is to have one-third of
the land and one-half of the personal
property, the remainder to be divided
equally among the children; In case
Mrs. Major should die before the young-
est child is twenty-one, all the estate is
be equally divided among ha children.
Mrs. Major is named as exeoutrix with-
out bond.
Married Tuesday.
A pretiy wedding was. eolemized
Tuesday at Bethel Methodist church.
The contracting persons were Mr.
James H. Carlos', a progressive and
popular tobacco man of thief city, and
Miss Molli., Allison Thomae, daughter
of Mr. A. W. Thomas, of Teigg county,
and a pretty and talented young lady.
The officiating clergyman was the Rev.
W. K. Piner, pastor of thel Methodist
church, of this city. i
Mr. and Mrs. Carlo wl es :reside in
Hopkinsville.
Dangerously Ii
Mrs. Eliza Mason is lying dangerously
ill from pneumonia at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. S. J. Dalteen, on East
Seventh street. She is eighty years old
Found Dead In Bed.
Alexander Higgins, a farmer, was
found dead in bed Thu. Encomium near
Beverly.
The deceased was 'seventy years old.
He was an uncle of Mr. Jam's M. Hig-
gins, the well-known Merit-ince man of
this city.
Blood Polsonint.
Mr. Peter Ryan is suffering greatly
from blood poisoning. In order to save
his life his physicians have have found
It necessary to amputate one of his toes.
"mystery Test'
Want to spend a jolly evening? Attend
the *.Myetery Tea" at J. El Meleherson's
residence on South Main street. Games
for children, entertainmeeat for older
folks, and a good time feir everybody.
Admission 10c. cait
Catarrh, like scrofula, is a disease of
the blood and may be cured by purify-
ing the blood with Hood's, Sarsaparilla.
-
Lecture by • Missillonary.
Rev. J. A. Sillsby, for ten years a mis-
sionary in Shanghai, Cbiria, will deliver
a lecture in the FirstPrestt terian church
Friday evening. Mr. Silleby is a force-
full and attractive speaker and on ac-
count of his long experienae in Chinese
missions his lecture will arely be inter-
esting and instructive. iA cordial in-
vitation is extended to the public. espec-
ially to members of missionary organi-
zations.
- 
-
Flue carving sets, fire pets, for holi-
day presents, at Forbes & Bros.
w21-dret
Was Held.
SLATE COES THROUGH.
Saloon Licenses Were Granted to Thirteen
A Truly Good Man Passes ExcLisive Report of Tobacco
Into the Beyond. Sales and Receipts.
JOHN N. MILLS
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nail, remelted Her.
BunchCannon Is Placed Ur-
der Arrest.
DEAD. FARM NEWSANDNOTES WOMAN ACCUSES
 HIM.
Was Widely Acquainted. And All Who Knew
Local Firms. I Him Were His Friends.
DECIDED TO MEET FIRST FRIDAY NIGHTS. I HAD BEEN AN INVALID SEV
ERAL YEARS
The new City Council met Monday eve
for the first time. The City Hall was
packed by a crowd eager to witness the
proceedings. The members qualified by
taking the oath of office, which was ad-
ministered by Judge Elanbery.
Election of Officers.
A motion was made and carried that
the election of city officers be entered
into. The slate published by the
DAILY NEW ERA several days
ago went through without a breek. The
caucus nominees of the Democratic
members were all elected as follows:
MAYOR ..... ..FRANK W. DABNEY.
JUDGE 
ATTORNEY 
 
BUJKNER LENIA'LL.
J T. HANB 1.
CLERK .LUCIEN DAVIS.
TREASURER ...M. F. CRENSHAW.
TAX COLLECTOR L. C. CRAVENS.
ASSESSOR GEORGE BRADLEY.
CHIEF OF PoL10E E H. ARM•
STRONO,
FIRE 0111EF UXUltilE RANDLE.
ENUINNICH. .1  X, TWYMAN,
The police torso was increased, on
motion of Councilman Ware, from five
to se members.
The Patrolmen.
The following were elected police-
Mack Cravens, George Loehr,
T. L. Smith, John West,
W. J. Waddlington, T. J. Greer.
Firemen were elected as follows:
Booth Morris, R. E. Baker,
0. K. Cisco, Jae. Weston,
Ellis Roper, George Thacker,
E. P. Fears, J. S. Cowan.
Messrs. Morris and Baker will sleep
at the fire headquarters.
What They'll Get.
The old Council fixed the salaries of
the incoming city officials as follows:
Councilmen, $2.50 each for every meet-
ing; Mayor, $250 a year; Treasurer,
$500 a year; Oity Attorney, $360 a year;
City Judge, $400 a year: Chief of Police,
$60 a month; Policemen, $52 50 a menth
each; City Engineer, $50 a month; Tax
Collector, 13a2 per cent. of all taxes col-
lected, except bank taxes; Sexton, $30 a
month; Assessor, $200 a year; Teamster
$25 a month; seven Firemen, $7.50 a
month, each; two Firemen, who sleep
at the fire department headquarters,
$11 50a month each.
Salaries were decreased as follows:
Mayor, $150; City Judge, $100; City At-
torney, $90: Chief of Police, $10. The
salary of the City Treasurer was in-
creased $100.
Saloon Licenses.
Saloon licensee were fixed at $500 a
year, each, a motion to reduce to $300 a
year being lost. Thirteen licenses were
granted to the following persons and
firms: Ferd Schmidt, Brackrogge
Bros., J. P. Tate, A. D. Jones & Co., R.
A. Phelps & Bro., M. W. Kirkpatrick,
Lacey & Lacey, W. R. Long, N. L.
McKee, J. S. Samuels, T. M. Edmund.
son, Elkins & Hiving, Langley Bell..
After agreeing to meet regularly
during le98 and le99 on the first Friday
night in each mouth, the Council ad-
journed.
The largest line of Rogers and Woe-
tenholem pocket cutlery in the State at
Forbes & Bro's.
Home. -Gen. Clay's wife is better, she
will return home this week, and the
gossip will end.
l'' 1R-The Muhlenberg Fair property
was purchased by W. A. Martin and
Judge Wickliffe for $606. They will or-
ganize a new company and continue the
fair.
&mar -Several of the brandy distil-
leries of the State are mashing for the
winter season, but the scarcity of ap-
ples makes it certain that the run will
be short.
Ellen N Earnings.
Louisville and Nashville earnings for
the fourth week in November show a
total of $570,265, which is an increase of
$69,939 over the corresponding week of
last year. The freight earnings in-
creased $74,408, but there was a falling
off in passenger receipts.
Got 'Ern Guessing.
A despatch from Washington says:
"Henry D. Allen, of Union county, is
Dr. Clardy's choice for the next Second
district Congressional nomination."
Last week the Louisville papers cheer-
fully announced that "Old Clover Bios-
. re r D-unsey. It's
taa week.
Seriously Injured.
William Griffin,a share-hand on Sher-
iff leicJ. Davis' farm, near the city, met
with a serious accident Wednesday.
While riding a young horse the ani-
mal suddenly bucked and threw Griffin
violently to the ground.
His right leg waR broken anti it is
feared that he sustained internal in-
juries.
Xra. Brown Dies.
- -
Mrs W D Brown, wife of a well-
knoan South Christian physician, and
daughter of Mr. Lerkin T. Brasher, of
this city, died Weinesday afternoon at
her home near Julien.
She wax thirty years old, and leaves
no children. The deceased formerly
lived in this city and had many friends
here who deeply regret her untimely
death. Her disease was consumption
and her life had been despaired for
several weeks.
Awarded
Highest Honors-World', Fair,
Gold Medal, al id winter Fair.
• D IR;
ICE
ti kBAKING
POWDER
A Pyre Grape Cream of Tartar Powder.
40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
Monday, about 10 o'clock p. m., death
released from suffering and long protrac
ted unconsciousness one of the nobles
and best men that ever lived. John A.
Mills ended his earthly career at that
hour, being only two days short of his
77th year.
Kentuckian By Birth.
He was born in Todd county, Ky.,
Dec. 8, 1820, and had lived all his life in
Todd and Christian counties. No man
was more widely known. His friends
were practically all who ever knew him
and he had not an enemy in the world
and it is doubtful if be ever had one.
He was instinctively a gentleman-and
one of the old school, now sadly dimin-
ished in numbers-and all his life he
lived up to the highest standard of hon-
esty and honor. The writer knew him
well, being associated with him for
many years in business*. He was as gen-
tle as a ciliate simple and direct 111 his
thought* anti purports, His heart
*segued ineapaltie ot harboring any as.
oept kindly thoughts and feeling..
Loll,. and Industrious.
He was an active and an in•
dastrions bagatelle roan, and was during
his life engaged in many enterprises
A farmer and merchant in Todd coun-
ty in his youth, he came to Christian
county nearly forty-five years ago, fol-
lowing the same pursuits until 1871,
when, together with the late H. H. Ab-
ernathy, he founded the Hopkinsville
tobacco market, with which he has been
associated ever since until a few years
ago when failing health and memory
forced him to retire from all business.
For three or four years he has suffered
from that dread disease, softening of the
brain, which finally rendered him un-
conscious of alumet every earthly care.
One of • Large Family.
Mr. Mills was the EOU of Chas. H.
Mills of Todd County Ky., the father of
a large family of children of whom the
Hon. R. ?m-arles Mills and Dr. Nat
Mills, of Corricano, Texas, Mrs.Cynthia
Gordon, of Ohio and Mrs. Yeater, of
Texas, survive. His faithful, loving
and devoted wife, has exemplified afresh
all, the noblest characteristics of her
sex, in her untiring devotion during his
long and painful illness. There is left
to comfort her a son, R. Q. Mille, Jr.,
and a daughter, Mrs. Dr. Campbell.
These, together with the recollections of
the many happy years spent in company
with a loving and affectionate husband,
and the consciousness of her own duty
heroically and unselfishly performed
must be her consolation in the remain-
ing years of her widowhood.
--
Funeral Services.
The body of the late John N. Mills
was taken to the Mills family burying
grounds, near Fairview, Wednesday,
and were boned there this afternoon.
Simple services will be held at the
grave.
We live in a country of which the
principal scourge is stomach-trouble.
It is more wide-spread than any other
disease, and, very nearly, more danger-
One.
One thing that makes it so dangerous
is that it is so little understood.
If it were better understood, it would
be more feared, more easily cured, less
universal that it is now.
So, those who wish to be cured, take
Shaker Digestive Cordial, because it
goes to the root of the trouble as no oth-
er medicine does. The pure, harmless,
curative herbs and plants, of which it
is composed, are what render it so cer-
tain and at the same time so gentle a
cure.
It helps and strengthens the stomach,
purifies and tones up the system.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to $1
per bottle.
He Is Recovering.
Tom Gant, who was shot by a negro
the other day, near Trenton, is improv-
ing, and it is thought that he will re-
cover.
Will Prase:a
Rev. T. D. Moore, of Hopkinsville,
will preaoh at Liberty church, Todd
county, Sunday morning and night. He
will also preach in Alligree Saturday
night.
Rev. Eager Accepts.
The MeFerran Memorial Baptist
Church has formally called the Rev. J.
H. Eager as pastor at a yearly salary of
$2,400, He has announced that his ao-
ceptauce will be on condition that his
resignation from the Missionary Board
is accepted by that body. Rev. Eager
is well known here. He is brother of
Dr. B. F. Eager. For a number of years
he was a missionary in Italy.
The Greatest Disceiery Yet.
W, M. Repine, editor Tiskilwa, Ill.,
"Chief," says: -We won't keep house
withont Dr. King's Nsw Discovery for
Consunation, Coughs and Colds. Ex:
perintented with many others, but never
got the true remedy until we used Dra
King's New Discovery. No other rem-
edy can take its place in our home, as
in it we have a certain and sure cure for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping 'Dough, etc."
It is idle to experiment with other reme-
dies, even if they are urged on you as
just as good as Dr. King's New Discov-
ery. They are not as good, because this
remedy has a record of cares and besides
Is guaranteed It never fails to satisfy.
Trial bottle free at R. C. Hardwick's
Drug Store
True.
lhe most costly and ornate circular a
businesses num sends out dies in less than
a day; but the enterprising newspaper
containing the news from the ends of
the earth exists from day to day, and a
business card in its columns becomes as
familiar and as welcome as the news
itself. If a merchant should undertake
to deliver his circular at thousands of
homes eeery afternoon for a year he
would find that the cost would be many
times greater than the price of his news-
paper advertising, while its distribution
would become an intolerable bore to the
public, more likely to drive away than
to attract trade.
- --
ease
Covered With Gloria
Col. 'Lige Sebree has things coming
his way in droves The Henderson
Journal says: "Oar Lige is fairly cov-
ered with honors. He is one of Ken-
tucky's committee to see that Miss Brad-
ley breaks that bottle a" right in chrii -
teeing the "Kentucky" by appointment
of the Governor. He also gained lau-
rels in anElk memorial speech at Evans-
ville, the -Journal of that city pronounc-
ing it the finest address ever heard in
Evansville on:a similar occasion.
The poor fell, v s et Dawson City have
neither etc.!. ter gi ab of any Port.
Matters of Great Interest to al Tillers of the
Soil,
CONDITION OF THE LIVE STOCK MARKET.
THE LOUISVILLE MARKS?.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the New Eise by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobaoco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,195 hhds., with re-
ceipts tor the same period Lase hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. let,
amonet to 160,888 hhds, Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
amount to 140,401 hhds.
All dark tobacco with merit or length
sufficient to suit the rehandiers has been
active at last week's prices. The com-
mon nendescript leaf and lags have been
dull and irregular and hard to sell at
last week's figures.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobacco,
1896 clop:
Trash ....... $1 50 to 2.00
Common to medium lugs 2 00 to 3 00
Dark tich lugs, ex' quality 3 50 to 550
Medium to good leaf  500 to 1100
Leaf of extra length  6 00 to 8 00
Wrappery sty lea  8 00 to 16 00
A weetstee,
The Kentucky Commie/tattier of Agri-
culture writes
"Information has reached me that
Australian rabbits aro liting kept as pots
in this mid other sections of the State, I
feel it my duty to call the attention of
those owning these apparently harmless
little creatures to their wonderful pow•
ens of destruction and the rapidity with
which they increase hi numbers. The
female brings forth her young, 4 to 6 in
number, every month. It can Nosily be
seen that a single pair turned loose
would in a year or two make themselves
felt in that section and would rapidly
spread to adjoining sections. They are
especially destructive to young orchards
and garden crops. Being a burrowing
animal it is an easy matter for them to
tunnel underneath the enclosure intend-
ed for their confinement. The English
sparrow nuisance from which we are
now suffering should serve as an object
lesson against the importation of any
more foreign pests."
LIVE seroce MARKET.
Reported by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards:
Louisville, Dee. 8 -Cattle.-The re-
ceipts of cattle to-day were light, being
300 head on sale, quality of the offerings
running principally to the common and
medium grades. The market ruled
steady on that class. Extra butcher cat-
tle are in demand at quotations, but few
on sate to-day. Canners were dull at
quotations. Pens well cleared at the
close.
Calves -Receipts light, market steady
with tops selling at $5.00(.15.25. Com-
mon heavy calves continue dull.
Extra shipping  $4 er 4 5,
Light shipping  4 ill),
Best butchers  it a54 4 1. 1
Fair I. good butchers  a 75(9 eel
common to medium butchers  2 7:4 Ii
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags  1 rogis 2111
Common to medium oxen 
Good to extra oxen 
Feeders  2 7 4 10
Stockers  2 ' 3 50
Bulls  2 01 3 10
Veal calves25(4560 
Choice mulch cows  M(1(414454)0
Fair to good mulch cowl  10 0042500
Hogs. -The receipt of hogs was
liberal to-day, being 4,664 head on sale,
quality of the offerings good. The
market opened at a decline of Sc from
yesterday's prices. All the choice hogs
120 lbe up selling at *3.35; lighter
weights t3 00or 3.36; roughs, $2 6013 25.
Pens well cleared at the close.
Choice packing and butchers. iN
31.101b. $ 56
Fair to good packing. 130 to 300 It 11
blood to extra light. Pluto PIUS .. it 25
Fat shoats, lie to lee S.. .... . r,
Fat ghosts. 100 to ISO S  3 11 vita 21
Roug lig. 150 to 400 It  3 uoctil 10
00 to ii0 lbs.... . 2: malt
Sheep and Lambe.-The receiete of
sheep and lambs were light as usual,
quality only fair. The market ruled
steady at unchanged quotations. Pens
well cleared.
Extraspring Iamb 
tiou‘i to extra shipping sheep $3 eti3 •0
Fair to good  $20(4,5 4'J
Continua to medium ....... 25(40 tou
Rucks ...... 
Skips and scalawags per head  fstitl iv
F.xtrn spring Iambs  4 fs. 41 75
Fair to good 
Spit butcher leanhe    4 I '444 e
Fair to good butcher lambs  360%4 "0
Tail Fads 
A Clever Trick.
It certainly looks like it, but there is
really no trick about it. Anybody can
try it who has Lame Back and Weak
Kidneys, Malaria or net eons troublee.
We mean he can himself right away by
taking Electric Bitters. This medicine
tones up the whole system, acts as a
stimulant to the Liver and Kidneys, is a
blood purifier and nerve tonic. It cures
Oonetipation, Headache,Fainting Spells,
Sleeplessness and Melancholy. It is
purely vegetable, a mild laxative and
restores the system to its natural viger
Try Electric Bitters and be convinced
that they are a miracle worker. Every
bottle guaranteed. Only Sec a bottle at
R. C. Hardvseck's drug store.
IN THE SKIES ABOUT US.
The Position of the Planets During tbv
Pr'-sent Month.
Mercury has been an evening star
since the 7th of last month. It will be
at its greatest elongation East from the
sun-20 degrees-on the 2iith of this
month. For a week or so before that
date it may be looked for after sunset in
the Southwest. It runs so low, how-
ever, because of the great iclination of
Its path to the horizon, that it is not
likely to be seen except when the sunset
sky is unusually free from vapors.
Venus is still a morning star, rising
about an hour before the sun. Between
Venue and the sun now lie in order Ura-
nus, Saturn and Mats, all, therefore,
morning stare, but all too near the sun
te be visible to the naked-eye observer.
Jupiter is now a magnificent morning
Mar, rising between 1 and 2 a. m. and
bong well above the horizon long before
daybreak. On the 30th he will be in
quadreture with the sun-90 deere rs
West of the sari-and will rise at mid-
night.
Neptune is now in an excellent poet
tion to be found by one who has a tele-
scope of not less than two inches aper-
ture. It is a little less than 2 degrees
West and about 1 degree North of the
third-magnitude star which tips the
Southern horn of Taurus. Neptune
shinee as a star of about the tenth mag-
nitude.
On the list, at is a. m , Washington
mean time, the sun will enter Capri- ,
corn, and the tropical winter will be-
gin,
I. C. Earnings.
The gross (wiliest!' of the Illinois Cm •
trel for the month of November were
$2,531,427, an inerease of $664,661 over
the seem month of last year. For the
months from July 1 to Oct. 31 the net
earnings were $2,604,963, an increase of
$451,735 over the same period of last
year.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
Ail druggists refund the money if it
is is to cure. 25c. The genuine has L.
/3 4.on mob tablet.
HE ASSERTS THAT HE IS INNOCENT. z• iR
45 5
jBurch Cannon must answer to a ser- 7: '
ions charge at an examining trial in ;,..9
County Judge Breathitt's court this
morning. His accuter is Mrs. Ric! ...:
ardeon, wife of au Indianapolis railroad ,..: •e
-.54
man.
Here On a Visit.
Richardson formerly lived in Chris-
tian county, and a few days ego he
brought his wife here to visit her rela-
tives. Having business to attend to in
Hopkinsville, the railroad man, it is
claimed, employed Bunch Cannon to
take Mrs. Richardson to the home of
these relatives, who live in theNorthern
part of the county. They started on the
trip in on. When they had gone
some miles from town, Cannon, :accore•
mg to the women's story, turned out
from the road into the woods.
Where are you going?" she demand-
ed.
"Welt and you'll PPP," he replied,
Mr*, Relief's's-0i says he drove on titt
ill the wagon wait obeeurett front the
road, Than he pulled hot from the wit,
Ituh,
She Resisted Him,
Then, for the rind time, she reelleed
his intention, she claims, and with all
her power she resisted him. She says
he dragged her fully fifteen feet into a
dense part of the woods, where, after
her strength was exhansted,and she was
no longer able to oppose his attacks, he
accomplished his purpose.
Mrs. ttichardson says that as a on as
she reaceed the home of her relatives
she communicated with her husband
and informed him of how she had been
assaulted. He immediately swore out a
warrant of arrest for Cannon. The pa-
per was put in the hands of Constable
Meacham, who placed Cannon under
arrest yesterday. His examining trial
was fixed for this morning, and he
was released on bend.
Denies Her story.
Cannon denies Mrs. Richardson's sto-
ry, and asserts that he is innocent of
the charge in the warrant. He is a son
of Mr. Lowe Cannon, one of the best
known and most highly respected citi-
zens of North Christian.
A full assortment of Smith & Wessell
Revolvers at Forbes & Bro's.
Died Tuesday Night.
Mr. Silas Bennett, a prominent citi-
zenof Trenton, died at eight o'clock
Tuesday night, aged fifty-five year's.
His death was unexpected. He had
been ill about two weeks from a kidney
trouble.
The deceased was engaged in the
grocery business at Trenton, and was an
enteprising and energetic man, whose
death leaves a vacancy which will not
soon be filled.
Funeral services will be held this af-
ternoon near Gordousville.
W' re Wedded.
--
Yesterday afternoon at the home of
the bride, a few miles East of town,
John W. Daugherty, a young farmer,
andatiiss Laura N. Gray,a popular young
lady, were joined in wedlock. Rev
Northcraft officiated.
- 
v
A Couuterfeiter.
Detective Coffey arrested in Guthrie,
this week, a man who gave his name 118
John Gibson, of Louisville. The priso-
ner is also known as John Brown, and
other aliases. A correspondent writes
of the cane: "This character in the ca-
pacity of a tramp called at Dr. Allen's
for his breakfast and after Mrs. Allen
had fed him he turned and used abusive
language which led to his arrest. De-
tective Coffey found papers on his per-
son confirming him in the opinion that
Gibbins is one of a gang of catinterarit-
ere which have operated in Owensboro,
Paducah and Nashville."
BAPTIST MEETING HAS cLosEr.
Eight' en Persons Unitei With the
Church Last Ev-ning.
The meeting which Rev. Morton W.
Plummer, of the Evangelistic Associa-
tion of New England, has been conduct-
ing at the Baptist church in this city
for about three weeks came to an end,
last Sunday night.
Eighteen persons united with the
church, tax by letter, and twelve by
baptism. The meeting was one of the
most successful ever held in the
church.
Evangelist Plummer lives in Boston.
He is an earnest, eloquent and brainy
young man.
WEDDING-Oapt. and Mrs. Charles
G. Stnallhouse, of Bowling Green, have
announced the marriage of their daugh-
ter, Miss Myra to Mr. W. E Garth.
The wedding.will take place Tuesday,
Februrry I, at tae bride's home Mee-
Smallhouse is popular in Hopkinsvilli,
society circles. She is a sister of Mr Ed
Smallhoume, Secretary of the Hopkins-
vale Water Company.
an k
President Isaac Lewis of Sabina, Ohio,
is highly respected all through that
section. lie has lived in Clinton Co.
75 years, and has been president of
the Sabina Bank 20 years. He gladly
testifies to the merit of Hood's Sarsa-
parilla, and what he says is worthy
attention. All brain workers find
Hood's Sarsaparilla peculiarly adapted
to their needs. It makes pure, rich,
red blood, and from this comes nerve,
Tental, bodily and digestive strength.
"I urn glad to say that Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla is a very good medicine, especially
as a blood purifier. It has done me good
many times. For several yeare I 'uttered
greatly with pains of
Neuralgia
In one eye and about my temples, es-
pecially at night when I had been having
a hard day of physical and mental Labor.
I took many remedies, but found help only
in Hood's Sarsaparilla which cured me of
rheumatism, neuralgia and headache.
Hood's Sarsaparilla has proved itself a true
friend. I also take Hood's Pins to keep
my bowels regular, and like the pills
very much." ISAAC LEWIS, Sabina, Ohio.
O0
Sarsaparilla
lithe One True Blood runner. All drugging. $1.
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell. Mass,
are prompt, elhcient and
Hood's Pills a•a7Is ag•ea• is mass 4111111111M111111111111111
IL'adies Exte sionSole Shoes f r
et'e,laregge.
ego • .41,4411
e 0
•
00
THES SHOES ARE MADE OF FINE KID
-IN LACE AND BUTTON-CLOTH
TOPS AND KID TOPS. ORIGINAL PRICES
ON THESE SHOES WERE
$39 $3•50 And $4•
These Shoes are all Pointed Toes
Andjon this account we have
rethiced the price as above.
Quanity Limited.
H. Anderson& C(:1
4•1•411-.:16••46•••••'00.`•••••ve
444 sit:104.1. • 1W
Was ii:M414 e :Ur
 a . •
It Will Pay You Well
Before Buying to Visit
J. METZ' New Storc
Where he is offering Ory Goods, Clothing and
Shoes at such low prices:
Ladies Jackets at $3.60, $4.50, $6.00.
Ladies Capes at $1.50, $3.50, $5.00. All new and very latest
styles.
?dens all-wool suits from $3.60 to $10.00.
?dens overcoats, all wool, from $3.00 to $15.00.
Ladies heavy glove grain shoes $1.00. $1.25.
; ; i eavy glove grain shoes 50c, 76c.
?dens oil grain shoes (solid) $1.00. $1.25.
DON'T - FORGET - THE - PLACE,
JO. METZ,
People's Store, Next door to R. C. Hardwick's Drug Store.
ve:34)-3-a,a-33)a433aa3914
m 1 m$ COLD WINTER! IS APPROACHING $
And You Will **
o./ Need an Overcoat.*4/ w
Oi 1We havethe best selectionlever brought to this town. Long ul,ters 4.11
* for men who ride. Medium wtlights in all colors. 41
4./ Short Nobby Coats for Young Men *
* We sell the best read -to-w ' clothing at lower prioes than inferior *
* ifoods can be .boughit for.ei  lsewh+rre. W particular benefit.
t till *
* iiist fa)Lreoeut 
satisfaction 
You speak wellof our clothing and we get. he 
in ,i 41
* r..C4) I QUALITY, PRICE qi
4./ I I AND STYLE \t/
0./ for you and good business for us. *
* 
W
Mammoth Clothing a Shoo Company. ;
., ,
:7-07-03a3;i)a)B33-33B»B*)aavm
TAKE NOTICE!
No is the time
to bu , before the
adv nee comes.
Richards & Co.
Prices Make Your Dollars Jump Above Par
Value.
We keep business brisk by making
buyer's, while tO convert their cash
equivalent value. Our stock is f
14'e start the Chrissmas work T1
We will be ready for this great sur
iday shoppers. The entire stor
great sale. Every department is
with nothing but New Fresh G
brightness exist no where in Hop
bargains for Holiday trgde in I
Capes, Cloaks, Umbrellas, Blan
Lace Curtains, Handkerchiefs, F
ments and Drapery, China, Hosie
Shoes of all kinds. Remember,
all the above goods, and we gua
from 10 to 25 per cent. on every a
we are bound to reduce this stock,
any inducement, it will pay you t
during this sale.
it worth your, the
nto our more than
11 to overflowing.
ursday, Dec. 9th.
ing crowd of Hol-
is ready for this
omplete in details
s. Such Holiday
insville. Special
s Goods, Silks,
ts, Table Linens,
cy Mantel Orna-
y, Underwear and
e cut the price on
antee to save you
ticle you buy. As
and if prices be of
come to our store
d.,
Professional cards.
bR. W. M. FUQUA,
Physidan and Surzeon,
,fficso- with Dr Anderson
,ver Pianters Bank
Dr. Bea. N Eamilhell•
Physician and Surgeon.
Office Over Planters Bank
HOPKINSVILLE, KENT1.7 C K T
[HAS. O. HOWSE.
Attorney-at.Law.
OFFICE with J.II. Lan des
Hopkinerille, Ky.
Dr. C. H. TANDY,
= INT T T
Crown and bridge work • specialty.
0Moe over Richard and Oo's. store.
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DOING GOOD WISELY. ,...,,,-..ther you will adcelit Christ
or reject hini!
In all the army of Veneers there is
, not one conscript. Meu are not to be
dragooned into heaven. Ariong all the
Strong Sermln on Common teus cf thousands of the Lorld's soldiery
. there is not one man but w411 tell you:
Sense in Religion. 1"I chose Chrisit—I wanted! hini. I de-
sired to be in his service. 11 am not •
conscript—I am a volnutetel." Oh, that
men bad the same common use in the
matters of religion that t ey have in
BY REV. DR. TALMAGE. the matters of the world, t e sante eou-1,1centratiou, the same push, he same en-
thusiasm—in the one ease secular en-
thusiasm, in the other a consecrated
in enthusiasm!
Again, I remark we wand more corn-
Affairs it the Soul. mon sense in the buildin* up and en-
larging of our Christina character.
There are men who have for 40 years
been running the Christian race, and
they have Mg run a quarar of a mile.
No business man would 14 willing to
have his investments unaocumulative.
If you invest a dollar, yeti expect that
dollar to come home bringing another
Many Alert Business Men Are Loggards
MORE PRACTICAL WISDOM MUCH NEEDED
WAEZEINOTON, Dec. 5. —Dr. Talmage
in this discourse advocates more prao-
tics1 wisdom in efforts at doing good
and motile some of the absurdities in
church architecture and management.
The text is Lake xvi, H, "The children
of this world are in their generation
wiser than the children of light."
That is another way of saying that
Christians are not so ehillful in the
manipulation of spiritual affairs as
worldlings are skillful in the manage-
ment of temporalities. I see all around
me people who are alert, earnest, con-
centrated and skillful in monetary mat-
ters, who In the affairs of the soul are
laggards, inane, inert. The great want
of the world is more common sense in
matters of religion. If one-half of the
skill and forcefulness employed in finan-
cial affairs was employed in disseminat-
ing the truths of Christ and trying to
make the world better, within ten years
the last Juggernaut would fall, the lain
throne of oppression upset, the last in-
iquity tumble and the anthem that was
chanted over Bethlehem on Christmas
night would be echoed and re-echoed
from all aatems and kindred and peo-
ple, "Glory to God in the highest, and
,on earth peace, good will to men."
Scene years ago, on • train going to-
'ward the southwest, as the porter of the
aleeping oar was making up the berths
at the evening tide, I mw a man kneel
down to pray. Worldly people looked
on as much as to say, "What does this
mean?" I suppose the most of the peo-
ple ip the car thought that the man was
either insane or that he was a fanatic,
but be disturbed no one when he knelt
and be disturbed no one when he arose.
In after conversation with him I found
oat that be was a member of a church
in • northern, city, that hawse a seafar-
ing man, and that he was on his way to
New Orleans to take ccaumand of a ves-
sel. I thought, then, as I think now,
that ten such men—men with ;such cour-
age for God as that man had—ten such
men would bring the whole, city to
Christ • thousand such men would
bring this whole land to Goa. Ten thou-
sand ouch men, in a abort time, would
bring the whole earth into the kingdom
of Jeans. That be was suctateirful in
'worldly affairs. I found out. That be
Was mmml In aprritum allalTa, you are
well persuaded. If men had the courage,
the pluck, the alertness, the acumen,
the industry, the common apnea in mat-
ters of the soul, that they have in mat-
ters of the world, this would be • very
different kind of earth in which to live.
Mare Commas Same la Chareh Balldhas.
In the firm place, my triends,illwe
'want more common se in the build-
ing and conduct of churches. The idea
of adaptiveness is always paramount in
any other kind of structure. If bankers
meet together and they resolve upon
putting up a tank, the bank is especial-
ly adapted to banking purposes. If a
manufacturing company puts up a build-
ing, it is to be ada,pted to manufacturing
purposes. But adaptiveness is not al ways
the question in the rearing of churches.
In many of our churches we want more
light, more room, mare ventilation,
more comfort. Vast nuns of money are
expended on ecclesiastical structures,
and men sit down in them, and you ask
a man how be likes the church. He says,
"I like is very well, but I can't bear."
As though a shawl factory woes good
for everything but making shawls! The
voice of the preacher dashes against the
pillars. Men sit down under the shadows
of the Gotha) arches and Waiver and feel
they mass be getting religion or some-
thing else they feel so uncomfortable.
Oh, my friends, we want more com-
mon sense in the reaging,dolf churches!
There is no excuse for tick of light
when the heavens are full of it, no ex-
cuse for lack of fresh air when the
'world swims in it. It ought to be an
expreemon not only of oar spiritual hap-
piness. but of our physical comfort,
when we my: "How amiable are thy
tabernacles, 0 .Lord God of boats! A
day in thy mune Is better than a thou-
sand."
Again, I remark we want more corn-
non Bense. in the obtaining of religious
baps. An men undeastarrd that in order
to succeed in worldly directions they
must concentrate. They think on that
one object, on that one subject, until
Vigil mind takes fire with the velocity
of their own thoughts. All their acu-
men, ali that: strasegy, all their wis-
dom. all their common sense they put
in that one dirantion, and they 'noosed.
But how seldom it is true in the matter
of seeking after God. While no man
expeols to secamplish anything for this
world without concentration and enthu-
siasm how my there are expecting
after awhile to get into the kingdom of
tied without the use of any each means.
T. llematata at God's -Lova.
• miller in California many years
• pickad up a sparkle of gold from
the bed of a stream which turned his
mill. He held up that sparkle of gold
until it bewitched nations. Tens of
thousands of people left their homes,
They took their blankets and their pick-
axes and their pistols and went to the
'wilds of California. Cities sprang up
suddenly on the Pacific •coast. Mer-
chants put aside their elegant apparel
and. put on the miner's garb. All the
land was full of the talk about gold.
(161d in the eyes, gold-in the ears, gold
in the wake ef ships, gold its the streets
.—gold, gold, gold !
• , Word acmes to as that the mountain
of god's love Ls full of gold;‘that men
have been digging there and have
brought up gold, and amethyst. and
carbuncle, and jasper, and sardonex,
and clirysopramis, and all the precious
atones out of which the walls of heaven
were builded. Word mines of a man
who, digging in that mine for one hour,
leas brought hip treasures worth more
than all the mars that keep vigil over
our sick and dying world.
frit a bogus company that is formed?
Is it nidsveloped territory? On, no, the
story is true! There are hundreds and
tbonsande of people who would be will-
ing to rise and testify that they have
discovered that gold and have it in
their possession. Notwithstanding all
this, what is the circuriistance? One
:WOOld suppose that the announcement
would send people in great excitement
sip and down ova etreeta that at mid-
night men would knock at your door,
aaking how they may get those treas-
ures. Instead of that many of us put
our hands behind our back and walk up
and down to front of the mine of eter-
nal riches and say, "Well, if tarn to
be saved I will be saved, and if I am to
be lost I will be loot., and there is noth-
ing to do about "
Why, my brother, do you not do that
way in business matters? Why do you
Bet tomorrow go to your store and sit
down and told your firms and say, "If
these goods are to Fe sold, they will be
sold, and if they are not to be meld they
will not be sold; there is nothing for
000 in a monetary institution, then go
off for five years, make no loquiry in re-
gard to thelinveetment, then come back,
step up to the cashier of thie institution
and say, "Have you kept that $10,000
safely that I lodged with you?" but ask-
ing no question about interest or about
dividend? Why, you say, I"That is no
common sense." Neither Is it. but that
is the way we act in matter, of the soul.
We mike a far more impottant invest-
ment than $10,000. We ineest our soul.
Is it accumulative? Are we growing in
gram? Are we getting better? Are we
getting worse? God declares many 
dividendsl but we-do not collect them; we
du not ask about them; we do not want
them. Oh, that in this matter of ac-
cumulation we were as wise in the mat-
ters of the soul as we are in the matters
of the world!
The Purpose of the bible.
How little common sense in the read-
ing of the Scriptures! We get any other
book, aid we open it, and we say:
"Now, what does this book mean to
teach me? It is a book on astronomy; it
will teach. me astronomy. It is a book
on political economy; it will teach me
political economy." Taking up this Bi-
ble, do we ask ourselves what it means
to teach? It means to do jest one thing
—get the world conserved said get us all
to heaven. That is what it proposes to
do. But instead of that we go into the
Bible as botanists to pick flowers, or
we go as pugilists to ingoomething to
tight other C7hristians irith, or we go
as logicians trying to sharpen our men-
tal faculties for a better argument, and
we do not like this about the Bible, and
we do not like that, and we do not like
the other thing. What would you think
of a man lost on the mountains? Night
has come down, be cannot find his way
home, and he sees a light in a moun-
tain cabin. He goes to it. He knocks at
the door.' The mountaineer comes out
and finda. the traveler and says: "Well,
here I have a lantern. You can take it
and it will guide you on the way
home." And suppose that traveler
should say: "I don't like that lantern. I
don't like the handle of it. There are
10 or 15 things about it I don't like.
If you can't give me a better lantern
than that I won't have any?"
Now, God says this Bible is to be a
lamp to our feet and a lantern to our
path, to guide us through the midnight
of this world to the gates of, the celes-
tial city. We stop and sty we do not
like this about it, and we do not like
that, and we do not like the other thing.
Oh, how much wiser we would be if by
its holy light we found our way to our
everlasting-home! Then we do not read
the Bible as we read other books. We
read it perhaps four or five minutes inert
before we retire at night We are weary
and sleepy, so somnolent we hardly
know which end of the book is up.' We
drop our eye perhaps on the story of
Samson and the foxes, or upon some
genealogical table, impoetant in Its
place, but stirring no more religious
emotion than the announcement that
somebody begat somebody else, and he
begat somebody else, instead of open:
ing the book and saying, "Now I must
read for my immortal litre! my eternity
Is involved in this book."
Oesiuma times Is Prayer.
How little we use common nem in
prayer! W4 my, "0 Lord, gku me
tbie." and "0 Lord, give we that," and
"0 Lord, give me something Oise," and
we do not expect to get it, or, getting
It, we do not know we bane it.. We
have no anxiety about it. We do not
watch and wait for its coming. As a
merchant you telegraph or you write to
some other'city for a bill of goods. You
say, "Send me by /such express or by
such a steamer or by such a rail train."
The day arrives. You send your wagon
to the dot or to the wharf. The goods
do not come. You immediately tele-
graph: "What is the matter with those
goods? We haven't receiven. Send
them right away. We walit them now,
or we don't want them at all." And
you -keep writing, and you keep tele-
graphing and keep sending your wagon
to the depot or to the 'express °Moe or
to the wharf until you get the goods. In
matters of religion we are not so wise
sa'that. ,We ask certain things to be
sent from heaven. We do not know
whether they come or not We have not
any special anxiety as to Whether they
come or not. We may get them and may
not get them. Instead of at 7 o'clock in
the morning saying, "Have I got that
blessing?" at 12 o'clock noonday asking,
"Have I got that blessing?" at 7 o'clock
in the evening saying, "Have I received
that blessing?" and not getting It, plead-
ing, pleading, begging, begging, asking,
asking until you get it. Now, my breth-
ren, is not that common , sense? If we
ask a thing from God, who has sworn
by his eternal throne that he will do
that which we ask, is It not common
sense that we should watch and wait
until we get it?
But I remark, again, we want more
common sense in doing gdorl. Oh, how
many people there are with want to do
good, and they are dead failures. Why
is it? They do not exercise the same
tact, the same ingenuity, the same strat-
agem, the same common :sense in the
work of Christ that they do in worldly
things; otherwise they would succeed
in this direction as well aia they method
in the other. There are Many men who
have an arrogant way With them, al-
though they may not feel arrogant in
their soul, or they have it patronizing
way. They talk to a nisei of the world
in a manner which seems; no say: "Don't
you wish you were as geed as I am?
Why, I have to look cleardowu before It
can see you, you are so fait beneath me."
That manner always dimes, always
drives men away from Hie kingdom-,of
Jesus Christ instead' f bri t)eging ru in.
‘ Working Naturally Earl the /Gospel. ,
When I was a lad, I Was'ene day in
a village store, and there was a large
group of young men theretftill of rollick-
ing and fun, end a Ceiristiau an came
in, a very good Christian man, and
without any introductiomof the subject
and while they were in igreat hilarity
siti to one of them, "George, what is
the-first stepof wisdom?"' George look-
ed up and said, "Everyirnan to mind
his own business." Well it was a very
rough answer, but it was Orovoked. Re-
ligion had been burled in there as
though it were a tiornbeihiell. We must
be naturist in the presentation of religion
to the world. Do you 'suppose that
Mary in her conversetiohs with Christ
lost her simplicity or thet Paul, thun-
tdering from Mars hill, k the pulpit
tone? Why is it people punt talk as
naturally in prayer meet . s and on re-
ligious subjects as . they do in worldly
circle.? For no ORS ever skiceeede in any
kind of Christian work unless he works
naturally. We want to imitate the Lord
Jesus Christ, w,he plucked a uoem from
elle grass ot tile nein. N t-io , an want to
ma praise, ei'ery drop In (lie summer
shower must flesh his story, all the tree
brauches of tee forest must thrum their
music in the glutei march which shall
celebrate a world rethemol.
Now, a:I this le ing so. what :s the
common •• nse there ter you ;tett for tutu
to do? What Wit I think, will depend
, upon three facts—three go at facts:
The only Sure Time.
The first faet, that. sin has ruiped us.
It has [lasted betty, miud and soul. We
want no Bale to trove that we are sin-
Hers. Any man WhO is not willing to
acknowledge hem, If an imptefe ct and
it sinful be uitig is seety a 1, and net
to be mem- (I it jib. We all fr r I that sin
has disorgaeizid our &m ire rinature.
That is one fact. Atelier fact is that
Christ tame: to recuustruct, to rest ere,
to revise. to correct. to Diluent. bat is
a sect hue. 'i he third fact is that the
only tine we ore sore Christ Will par-
don us is the resent. Now, weed is the
commonsense thing el. us to do in view
of these three Nuts? You will all agree
with me to gen sill, take Christ, and
dollaf on Its back. take 
him now.
would you •
think of a man who should; invest $10,- uPIKa'a t44"e business'an who"
skill you had 'w o erit et culitiene should
me to do about it" No, you dispatch. .
n
your !Bents, you print your advertise- 
mutate hi -` who talked with farmers
meats, you adorn your show windows, I about the 
man who went forth to sow
you repah those goods, you use the in- r and 
talked with the fithernien about
ntrnmeettwiity. (fl, that men were an the drawn net that bronght in fish of
wise in the matter of the 'soul as they 
all a"rte. 
- 
and talked with the vine
are wise in the matter of dollars and I 
(limner about the idler in the vine
ceots1 
yard, and talked with theme newly &M-
Os.. Cebeerlpt. anced about the marriage nipper, 
and
This &None of God., noyereignty, talked with the man cranmed in money
bow it is misquoted and spoken of as matters 
about the two debtors, and talk•
thotigh, IS were an iron chain which ed with the
 woman &Niue the ',ease that
leavened the whole Lunn), and talked
bound OS hand and foot for time and
for ssersisy, when, nnfü frutn that. In with the 
shepherd about the lost sheep.
Oh, we might gather even the stars
of the sky and twist them like forget-
Inenota in the garland (if Jesus! We
must bring everything to him—the
wealth of language, the tendernees of
to business through Pennsylvania aye- sentiment, the delicac
y of morning dew,
Heating eldud, the tangled
nue or wane other street, it will be no the saffron of 
more a matter of ethnics) with you to- surf of the "sing seal, the bursting
morrow whether you shall go to Phila. thunder gnus if the storm's bombard-
=
or New York or stay at home, went. Yea, every star meet point deh n
V-14 tiais b.g wow a zip .. itaiXAslikvalo. auleiuseNar
srverfeber of your body, in everefacul-
Sy of Your sated, is every passion of
your soul, you are a free man—a free
man--and it win no more tomorrow be
• matter of choice whether you shall go
tell you that tone ITOW, MOInitly
ing, between 11 and 12 o'clock, you
could by a certain livaucial transactien
make $5,000, but that on Tuesday fa r-
haps you might make it, but there
would not be ally le sitivamess about it.
and on Wednesday t le re would net be
so much, and Thursday less," Friday
lees, and so en 11 ss Aid lcss—win'n
would you attend to the matter? Why,
your common sense would dictate,
"Immediately I will attend ti that mat-
ter. between 11 and 12 o'clock tenter-
row, Monday morning, for thrn I can
surely accomplish it, but on Tuesday
may not, and on Wednesday there is less
prospect and less and less. I will attend
to it tomorrow." Now, let us [ring our
common wpm in this matter of
Here are the hopes of the gospel. We
may get them now. Tomorrew we may
get them and we may Dot. Next day we
may and we may not, the prespect less
and less and less and less, the only
ears' time now—now. I would not talk
to you in this way if I did not know
that Christ Was able to sane all the peo-
ple. I would not go into a hospital and
tear off the bandages from the wounds
if! had no balm to apply. I would not
have the face to tell a man he is a sin-
ner unless I had at the same time the
authority for saying he may be saved.
The Divine Raphael.
Suppose in Venice there is a Raphael,
a faded picture, great in its time. bear-
ing some marks of its greatness. History
describes that picture. It is nearly faded
away. You say, "Oh, what a pity that
so wonderful a picture by Raphael
should be nearly defaced!" After
awhile a man comes up, very unskillful
in art, and he proposes to retouch it.
You say : "Stand off. I would rather
hive it just as it is. You will only make
it worse." After awhile there mews an
artist who was the equal of Raphael.
He says, "I will retouch that picture
and bring out all its original power."
You have full confidence in his ability.
He tenches it here and there. Feature
after feature conies forth, and when he
is done with the picture it is complete
in all its original power.
Now, God impresses his image on our
race, but that image has been defaced
for hundreds and for thousands of years,
getting fainter and fainter. Here comes
up a divine Raphael—Isbell call hint a
divine Raphael. He bays, "I can resters,
that picture." He has all power in heav-
en and on earth. He is the equal of
the one who made the picture, the equal
of the one who drew the image of God
in our soul. He touches this sin and it
is gone, that transgression and it-is gone.
and all the defacement disappears, and
"where sin abounded grace doth much
more abound." Will you have the de-
facement, or will you have the restora-
tion? I am well persuaded that if I
could by a touch of heavenly pathos in
two minutes put be 'ere you what has
been done to save yeer soul there would
be an emotional tie, overwhelming.
"Mamma," said a little child to her
mother when she was being put to le e
it night, "mamma, what makes yo •r
hand so scarred ii.d twisted and unit
other people's Landp?" "Will," .11
^ reether, "my child, tele n y, u rt.
, yen me 'tow, ye eta
r I hail put ,U ti, hit, 1
heard n ' ' •
up arm mum- the lad I no 'Cl me, loin
you were on fire, and 1 tot.1.1.,,Idef you.
awl 1 tore off the burning garments,
and while I was tearing them net awl
trying to get you away I bnrued ley
hand, and it has been scarred mid twist-
ed ever Pilule and barely looks any more
like a hand, but I got that, my child.
in trying to save you."
0 man, 0 woman, I wish today
I could show you the burned hand
of Christ—burned in plucking you out
of the fire, burned in snatching you
away from the flame. Aye, ulso the,
burned foot, and the bursted brow, and
the burned beart--burned for you. "By
his striper ye are healed."
The proofreader ought to be an expert
marksman.
No matter
how much of
a businesswo-
man a woman
may be, when
the little love -
god makes up
his mind to
shoot, there is
no proteceion
against his arrow. Yet many a young woman
whale affections are already engaged, hesi-
tates to assume the obligations of wifehood
and motherhood, because she feels unfitted
for them by some physical weakness °sr
disease.
The special ailments to which the femi-
nine organism is liable, not only unfit a wo-
man for happy wifehood and motherhood,
but incapacitate her for any sphere of action.
No woman can dIscharge the daily duties of
any position with comfort or satisfaction
who is constsntly weighed down by head-
aches, backaches and dragging, weakening
drains.
Troubles of this nature are not by any
means a necessity of womanhood. They
are positively and completely cured by Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It imparts
genuine health and strength to the womanly
organs. It was devised for this one purpose
by an eminent specialist in this particular
field of practice.
For several years I suffered with pro!apsus of
the uterus:' writes Miss A Lee S,:hustir r, it Rix
12. Rodney, Jefferson Co Miss. "Our family
physician treated me for kidney trouble. and ev-
erything else but the right thing I grew worse
and worse. My body was emaciated. hands an4
feet clammy iind cold, stomach weak, with great
palpitation of the heart. I dreaded for night to
come for I would suffer with nausea all night and
so I continued until some kind unknown friend
sent me your book with a marked page. I began
taking your Favorite Prescription,' contrary to
my family's wishes and I began to improve right
away I have taken three bottles and now I am
very nearly well and am very happy, and thank.
Sal to you •
PLANTERS
.c-ecie“
For all illieases peculiar to women and
ter's. It Tones up the Nen,es, Improves
the ppptite. Enriche:: the Blood. and gives
Life, Health and Steil gt h.
Queen of Tonics.
HAKES THE COMPLEXION CLEAR.
FREED a bottle of "Monthly" teem-° kiting rills with Peels bottle.
For sale by all dealers or Sent direct
upon receipt of price by
NEW SPENCER MED. co., cinnamon.. Tem.
•1111111"'"I FEMALE
;REGULATOR
LADIES' SPECIAL TREATMENT: In
eases requiring special treatment, ad-
dress, giving FY Illptf,ITIC, Ladies' Medical
Department. advice and book on Female
Diseases with testimonials free.
For Sale and Recommended by
R. O. HARDWICK.
L. & N. Time Table.
ROUTH B017N D.
No. 55 Accom'dation departs 5:30 a. m.
"58 Fast line 6:07 a. m.
" 51 Mail  6:13 p. m.
" 91 New Orleans lien. " 8 1ff p. m.
NORTH.
51 Chicago & St. Louis Ian. 9:41 a in
92 Mail . ....... 10:31 a. in.
54 Fast line 9:53 p.m
66 Accommodation, .arriyell 7:40 p. an.
TEXAS WoNDER.
Dee. to. :1 Dieeetery.
One tonal, butte- or trt-at lit-
,'very cur's itil kirmey and lrladete:
troubles, r 1110%, gravel. cures diebetes,
1 • I lallw Ink.
wino* , ties
kidney e a.a I tautitier iii ltil h Wen tend
women. Regulates bladder trouble in
children. If not sold by youredruggiet,
will be sent by mail on receipt of $1,
Slime small hot''"Iwo mons h's tr. et
aiel will -sir ane ea— Mote
E W
Wa, • exas Suet y T. D. Arm•
leii•'• es, f eur. r. 1-' Boa 318,
bared, Herkinsville, Ky,
READ THIS,
Clanton, Alit . Mare' 3. !Sin —1 cer-
tify that 1 have been rured of kidney
and bbelder troubles by Hall's Great
Discovery of Waco, Texas, and I can
fully recommed it
Rev L B Porees.
, All orders promptly filled. Send
'Texas testimonials. cod
_
Comptroller Harris denies the extra
bessatin story from Chettarooga
Everybody Say So
Oseearets Candy Cathartic, the most
womieeen1 medical discovery of the age,
easant anti it-freshing to the taste, set
gently an I positively on kidneys, liver
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
dispel colds, cure headache, fever, hab-
itual constipation and biliousness.
Please buy and try a box of C. C. 0. to-
day; 10, 25, 60 cents Sold and guaran-
teed to care by all druggists.
, A Georgia woman is going to the
' Klondike with a party of women.
No Cure—No Pay.
That is the way all druggists sell
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic for chills
and malaria It is simply iron and qui-
nine in a tasteless form. Children love
it. Adults prefer it to bitter. nauseat-
ing toile's. Price, 60c. t&s Mtn: t m
_ 
FOR SALE.
Three houses and lots, situated on
Seventeenth street, Hopkineville, Ky.,
one a:two-story house and other two
cottages. (e sod neighborhood. Price*
and terms reasonable.
d&w tf HUNTER WOOD ct SON.
On reason and at moderate
at—TeFtoerr 
terms
prices, two houses and lots ibrick cot-
tages) on North Virginia street.
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
August 3rd. 1897.
MONEY TO LOAN--On good real
estate security. Apply to
tf HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Congressional leaders are beginning
to arrive at Washington
Just try a lee box of Cascarets, the
finest liver and bowel regulator ever
made
Marshal 13Ianco says the people in
Cuba need no outside aid
J. C. Berry, oust of the best known
citizens of Speneer, Mo , testifies that
he (aired hinmelf of the worst kind of
piles' by using a few boxes of DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve. He had been
troubled with piles for over thirty years
and had used many different kinds of
so-ealled ; but DeWitt's was the
one that dui the work and he will verify
his Ptatenient if any one wishes to
write tem. R. C. Hardwiek.
The National Prison Congress dis-
cusses criminal law reform.
There is no need of little children be-
ing tortured by scald haed, eczema and
ekin eruptions. De Nitre \Vitch
Salve gives instant relief and cures per-
manently. R. C. Hardwick.
Illinois Ceetral is reported to le
trenching out in Alabama.
J. M. Thirswend. of Groabeck, Tex ,
says that when he has a spell of indiges
lion, and feels bad and sluggish, he
takes two of DeWitt's Little Early
Itisere at eight, and he is all right the
melt morning. Many thowihando of
others lie the same thing. Do you? R. 0.
Hard% ink.
.4 .
There Was Is nertone ornesde up of elec-
...
_
tric cars in Dltrett..
Nrruill pill, amt.- pill, beut pill De.
Witt'. Lot."1.;soy r ,•nr tr.,. us
111 vs. rtlflUrip,.rinil. sick heedache R. C.
WA ii
Fruir hems. s at Jeruhe Cuba,
were burp...
You rret cure (.011*unit-inns. but you
can avoid it ales enre every other form
ut triroat or lung trouble by the use of
O,i. MinuteS ough I are. R. C. Hard-
wick.
An Alabama cotton mill will ship its
output to Chloe.
—
Don', 'I obeceo apt one Eltm se Your
care Alvan..
If you a or to quit ta e.mg sea
ily ann forever, be made it cU, strong,
magnetic, full of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Rae, the wonder-worker,
that makes weak men strong. Many
gain ten pounds in ten days. Over 400,-
000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
druggist, under guarantee to cure, 50o
or $1.00. Booklet and sample mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy t 'o.. Chios-
go or New York
hese--
Two Yukon parties arrived at New
York from Europe.
Warning :—Persons who suffer from
roughe and colds should heed the warn-
ings of danger and save themselves suf-
fering and fatal results by using One
Minute Cough Cure. It is an infallible
remedy for coughs, merle, croup and all
throat and lung troubles. R. C. Hard-
wick.
- — -
An Alabama mob is said to be after
murderer Bill Scott.
eot for Everything
But if you have weak kidneys, blad-
der trouble or distreseing kidney com-
plaint, then Swamp-Root will prove to
be just the remedy you need. Too fre-
quent desire to urinate, scanty supply,
pain or dull ache in the back is convinc-
ing evidence that your kidneys and
bladder need doctoring.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often •-xpreesed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy
fulfills every wish in relieving pain in
the back, kidneys, liver, bladder and
every part of the urinary passage. It
corrects inability to hold urine and
scalding pain in passing it, or bad ef-
fects following use of liquor, wine or
beer, and overeonies that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to get up
many times elunug the night to urinate.
The mild and the extraordinary effect
of Swamp-Root is soon realized. It
stands the highest for its wonderful
cures of the most distressing cases; If
you need a medicine you should have
the best. Sold by druggists, price fifty
cents and one dollar. You may haves
sample bottle and pamphlet both sent
free by mail. Mention the New ERA
and send your address to Dr. Kilmer &
Co., 13inghampton, N. Y. The proprie-
tors guarantee the genuineness of this
offer.
A big elevator combine is reported
from Minneapolis.
LADIES IIA V Is Female Pills Sr.'sate &lid tly-y erfall. Proof Fr..... supply
ank-N25
--
Mexico will not adopt the gold stan-
dard.
Austria is threatened with civil strife
-eta—
A Good Small Farm for Sale.
We will sell on reasonable terms to
snit purchaser and at a very reasonable
price, a farm belonging Mrs. Eliza J.
I 'attells (formerly Fleming) containing
156 acres, fairly well-improved, dwell-
ing house on it containing three roo me
and kitchen and other out houses; 100
acres cleared and in cultivation and 66
acres well timbered. This land lies 10
miles South of Hopkinsville, Ky., one
mile from Howell. Ky., a railroad sta-
tion on the Clarksville and Princeton
division of the Louisville & Nashville
school house on edge of place and con-
venient to churehee and ruffle. d&wtf
tiUNTIGt WOOO & SON.
July 16, 1897, Attorney..
.••••••••=1.54,111m.b. IMO =Mir
AN OPEN LETTER
To MOTHERS.
WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD " CASTORIA," AND
"PITCHER'S CASTORIA," As OUR -1RADE MARK.
I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts,
was the originator of "PITCHER'S CASTORIA," the same
that has borne and does now on every
bear the fac-simile signature of . , -4,01W.te wrapper.
This is the original "PITCHER'S CASTORIA," which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America fOr over thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
the hind you have always bought on the
and has the signature of 1444 wrap-
per. No one has authority from me to use my name ex-
cept The Centaur Company of which Chas. H. Fletcher is
President.
March 8, 1897.
Do Not Be Deceived.
Do not endanger the life of your child by accepting
a cheap substitute which some druggist may offer you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the in-
gredients of which even he does not know.
si
aL 44D4
The Kind You Have Always Bought"
BEARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE OF
a
Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
001.1,1” 17 11111.01414••  VONA CAT,
W . P. wINFRRE, T. SCNIMIT.
\I i it free & Knight,
Real Estate.
The Undersigned having associated
themselves together for the purpose o'
carrying on a general real estate bust
ness. Will boy sell rent and exehang
real estate. We have excellent feed
ties for conducting the business and wi
advertise property put into our hands
free of charge. Parties haying property
to sell or rent will do well to place same
with UP.
The following is a partial list of prop-
erty in our hands for sale in which we
have some choice bargains.
261 acres of land within 2 miles of
Pembroke, Ky. 75 acres in good tim-
ber, balance cleared ;2 cottage dwellings
with good well; 2 large tobacco barns.
large frame stable and one cabin; 2
good orchards-and plenty of stock water
Cheap at $4,000, liberal terms.
Cottage dwelling on Clay street. 4
rooms, centrally located. Price $1,200.
House and lot on Brown SI. Desira-
bly located. Price $800.
A two-story cottage on South Camp
bell St ,lot 70:1851e feet,five bed rooms,
sitting room, dining room, kitchen, lock
room and four porches, on first floor:
four bed moms, two lumber rooms ane
a sewing room on oecond floor; else
splendid dry cellar Nile feet with brick
walls imp floor, good cistern, coal house
meat house aim-fling house and 'servant
house. TERMS—One-third cash, I si-
lence in four equal annual pay meat'.
e per cent. interest on deferred pay-
ments.
A nice cottage on 4th St , four rooms
arid kitchen. porch, good out-houses
and cistern, price $900.
Cottage 3rd St., "cheap," price 1600
Good cottage on Broad and Thor up
son Ste four rooms, good cistern tom
outbuildings, large lot, price $650.
230 acres of good land, miles from
Getbrie, in Toed county, Ky.. of which
40 acres lain timber. This farm to in a
high state of cultivatian in one of the
best neighborhoods in the State, and if
well improved, has new cottage dwell-
tog, 2 tenant houses. 2 tobacco herpes.
stable and otheo outhouses, plenty of
stock water. This plate. is a great bar.
rain . and if sold righ away, sill take
$6,000 for it.
Two good resident lots on Main street
n Hopkinsville. well-located. The mill
aNint lots on West side of Main street
or sale at a low price.
A first-class farm of 3i2 acres, of
hich 50 acres is in timber, near Churct
.iill, in Christian county, Ky. This it
I fine farm in good condition, 150 acre-
u clover, dwelling with Si rooms am
two porches, 4 tenant houses, good
'tables, 3 tobacco turns, large marliinr
'10Dlie and other good outhouses. A bar-
rain at $10,000.
200 acres of land between Nashville
road and L. & N. R. R. at Casky,Chrits-
tian county, Ky. Will be sold at a bar-
gain.
100 acres of land near Cane ttsbnrg.
Christian county, Ky. This is gooe
and and ought to bring ten per a-re Ii
-enant houses on it and 2 barns. Price
11,500
A beautiful lot on East eide of Main
street, Hopkineville, Ky. toi ft. front
than street and runs back to Virginia
•treet. One of the most desirable tea-
-ant lots in town.
25 town lots on Durrett avenue for
gale cheap.
Elegant lot si01200 ft. on Jesup ave-
nue Good home with 4 large motile, 2
porches, cistern, outbnildirigs, shad.,
and front trees. Price B1.400.
House and lot 60a200 feet on Sc comic!
street. House with 4 roe ins, porch, cis
tern and ontbuildiugo. Price t1,000.
House and tot on Secend street 60x2M-
feet. House has 7 rooms, porch. cistern
and outbuildings. Prue. $1 .ii),
WINI'REE & KNIGHT.
FOR SALE.
A nice farm contending 175 acres of
and lYleg It IllilesNerth of Hopk insville.
Priee neidr-ritte; ternis 1 , caeh, balance
,n one and 2 years; same place on which
LI E. West now hype
HUN I ER Wool> & Sog.
Nov, ese 1%97
 SIMIMENINE
WHS. P. WA, HARDIN DEAD.
• IL TO NEW ERA
II: rred•bnier, Ky . Dee. 6 —Mrs. ,
Certeine Sallee Hamel. wife of Hoe P.
Wet Heroin, died suddenly of heart di- I
owe, Setureey irglit at 10 o'clock at
:bat I•itteevill... a . at she residence of
her eei eit-law. Mr. W E Harris She
and her teo unmarried daughters had
twen sieourping tie re for severel
,e ;a The nem, P; reach., el e
• eiough a tel. gm am to Mr Ben Lee Har-
lin.
Mrs.Hartiiii had not been ill for ten
otars with the excepti in of a few slight
!seeks of the heart trouble %heel flea!-
, halo herdeath.
Mrs. Hardin was Mies Caroline
, native of Wayne county, Ky She
was an artist of more than local fame.
ler specialty being landscape painting.
Besides her husband she leaves a son,
Rev. Martin D. Hardin, now pastor of a
Philadelphia Presbyterian church ; Leo
single daughters, aud Mrs. Harris.
The remains will be taken to Frank-
fort tor interuettit. The funeral will
take place Tuesday at an hour yet to b.
let bled upon by Mr. Hardin and his
Rev. Martin Hardin, who is now
o)uhitah.e way to Kent ueky from l'hiladel-
DEBOE IS MAD
:sisecier. TO NEW ER al
,engton, Dec. 6.—Kentecky's
./Mie gullies" Senator is very mad, mad
Iccanee the pie has been cut so short by
-hecivil service law, and he is to-day
in a r•d-hot interview roasting not only
the law and the men who made it, but
the) roasting President McKinley fen
•beerving it and speaking favorably of
t in his message to Congress.
Deboe is heartily in favor of wiping
int the whole law, and he doesn't hesi-
tate to so express himself. He thinks
that the spoils system is the only sensi-
ele one and that it is necessary to party
success. He stands ready at any
moment to join in any effort to abolish
he civil service law if possible, if not.
- hen he is in favor of its being ignored
the Administration. Deboe has lots
of friends whom he want* places for but
who will be left out as long as the Pres•
ident observes the civil service law, and
this is why the sassafras bush, one-gal-
his accident from Kentucky is mad.
T E LARGEST IN MANY YEW.
Big -ale cf Tobacco Made On a Local
Diaraet Last Wes k.
The largest sale of tobacco made to
ene man in this markt t for a number
of years and, possibly, the largest in tie
history of the market was made lase
week by Gaither & West to Mr. A. B.
Hill buyer for the Bruton & Condon
Snuff Eactory. of Nashville, Tenn.
The sale amounted to 625 Hues. and
was probably the test lot of snuff stock
sold in the West this year. Over 400
ehdo, of this lot was put up by Mr. C
,t. Helium. one of the largest packers
-in the market.
Mr. Hill buys a big part of his Mod*
m the local breaks every year and as he
repreoents one-of the largest snuff fac-
tories in the United States his tittle is
worth a great deal to this market.
este_
The Dingsley deficit up to the close of
the third week in November was a trifle
un ler e45,000,000. The increase in pen-
pions will absorb nearly all the receipts
from the Union Pacific sale, sod then
the Dingley bill will resume its steady
and tillijeetic course
Col
THE N. K.
nsist on the
genuine
Asir
The best Washing Powder
lag, does the wor kly,
made. Best foracan •
cheaply and thoroughly.
Largest package—greatest economy.
FAIRBANK COMPANY,
new York, Bastes, Philadelphia
s Air-Tight Efeatcr.
The Wonderful Fuel-Saving
Soft Coal Burner.
As clan as
Any Hard
Coal Stove.
Will old fire
36 hours with
one ad of
soft coal.
Will save 33
Der cent of
fuel over any
soft coal
stove made.
Burns slack
as well as
lump coal.
The ot blast draft burns the GAS ALF of soft'soal
which a tremendous saying.
No S oke! No Smell!! No Gas!!! Needs attention
only t ce in 24 hours. Call and see samples at
B.
tacles to
tested, f
examine
See
THOMPSON & MEADOR'S.
STEIF JEWELRY COMPANY,
r
o8 and 210 Union St., Nashville, Tenn.,
JEWELERS & OPTICIANS.
Official Jewelers to TennemseCenten-
nial, and largest dealer-1r, in the South
in highest grades of .
DIAMONDS, WATCHES
AND SOUVENIRS.
The official Center' 'el Souvenir
spoons can only be o, • •-d of them.
Or course you'l.
...Mail Orders Solicited. •
We make a specialty of fitting epee-
those nue.ling 'helps-to-read". Eyes examined and esrefully
ee of charge. Come see us, and talk this matter over, and let um
your eves. Watches and jewelry carefully r, paired.
Our Exhibit in Commerce Building Section 101-106.
B. I-1.1Steif Jewelry Co.. 208 and 210 Union St., Nashville
25
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NDY CATHARTIC
Viageir
CURE CONSTIPATION
04 ALL
4 30 4 GULATEIME LIVER DRUGGISTS
LUTELY GUARANTEED" "" a" ""'"' erlas..""14"11" A'-eta l" ".11Drs. sever me tosay Dianna bale
booklet MY. Ad. alillt1.1,14: INXY0T OS.. meow% .46 • Or PM Tort, I
4
Si
• 4SfeASS'S.SreS1
Commences Wednesday, Du. 1st, and Continues 30 Days!
Goods will be sold regardless of cost and value, and all who need r r 
1 
Goods, Clothing, Boots, Shoes, Hats, r,
Caps and Gents' Furnishing Goods. You can save many aollars by takingadvantage of this great sale. Each V
and every article will be sold as advertised. As we are determined to re uce our new and well assorted stock.
Remember that this is no "fake sale" or "catch penny advertitement," but an actual fact. As I buy for cash and
discount each and every dollars' worth bought, 
ii
I Intund to Give my Friends  the Benefit of a Genuine Surprise in my Entire Stock $
Good Calicoes 
The Beet Calicoes....
 
 :4 et+
 
44 en-
Good Heavy Domestic 4 etc
The Beet Domestic  F4 ets
Good Cotton Check 5 'eels
Splendid Gingham 5 etc
SHEETING, bleach or brown, at 124 eta.
15c, 18e, 20c
Bed Ticking,  6, 84, 124 and 15 etc
DRESS GOODS.
'25 pieces of Novelty Dress Patterns, in all the
latest e ffectie formerly sold at 25c, at .. 124 ets
10 pieces Plain Dress Goods, in fancy parterus, at
8A etc UREA" B4RGAINS
Black Goods that defy competition.
25 Fancy Dress Patterns,
In all the latest shades*. all novelty, and con
stdered the prettiest patterns ever shown mu
Hopkineville. Will be sold at prices to please
von
FLANNELS.
Flannels that were bought before the advanee.
All-wool Red Flannel at. 15, 20, 25 and 30 cis
All wool White Flannt I at.   15, 18, 224 30
grid 115 etc
COTTON FLANNELS.
Well, I bought them by the case. . Here yin
are, take them while they last it 5, Gpti. lm mud
12 1-2 et ; worth a great deal more, but (Ley must
be sold, 1,0 Collie all who are in neud of flannels
LINDSEY for ins' little ones at reduced ',tic.,
JEANS. JEANS.
I have only 50 pieces left, but they were also
bought before the rise in wool.
Ladies' Shoes.
We have the largest stock and best evt
bought before. We guarantee each and evert
pair of our own make, and will wave you from 2
to 50 cents on each and every pair bought from
us. I ha, e from the cheapest to the beet, and I
have all styles and the latest shades, such as tali.
green, chocolate, box, calf, etc. ••
To Price Them Is To Buy them!
4
4
4
41
4 CLOTHING!4 04
4
Do you need a suit? If so, come in an let
I us, show you. We have $15,000 wort ofClothing, consisting of Men's, Boys' nd
4 Youth's Clothing, which are all new and of the 10
4 latest design, high-art in every respect, nd
t are thoroughly well tailored. We guara tee
to save you from $2 to $5 on a suit of clot es.
t We have them at $3.50 to $12.00 that efy
4 competition, and are, beyond question, the fin-:
4 est in the city.
4
4
4
4 liVfLiAOATS
And Mackentosh s.
4 ilist come in and then you call not.refraim om
4 hutivjii., a, they are ill reach of all. You can I) iv a
4 I wnut liii 'Iackentosli, extra heavy, for $2.50, a d a
4 strirkly ()vervoat for 10.50. My Ii e of
4 ()\...1.,,,ats are the cheavest, prettiest-, hands-o est
4 awl most stylish garments- that were ever show i in
4 11.1.1:111SVilie. I have them to please you; whe her
4 ynu 1111V I q• HA call alai examine them.
4
4
4 W.. havv th.-iii. )0 e•ou need them .: ('on e in
Cloaks and Capes. .1
„,,,, t hat they 11,11'gai 11s.
Facinators and Hoods.4
have them from 25 cts up. Worth
4 tio. amount.
gr.(' Irv. tir IF ,I1Pr mow vs vs my, 'swirls
do hie
•4n. sea .e. As, s. A.D.& dh Woo! Blankets.
A truly and remarkable sale of
blankets. They are in any one's
reach.
We have soo pairs of blankets,
divided into five different lots:
Lot I
Consists of 50 pairs Gray Blankets at .... 48 cents
Lot 2
onsiste of Heavy Blankets, 11-4, at.... .. .$1.00
Lots
Consists of Extra Heavy Blankets that weigh six
pounds; a corker, at $1 50, regular price $2 00.
Lot 4
Consists of Fine and White and Colored Wool
Blankets, all are of 11-4, extra large, and are
worth *S. Your choice until January 1, $2,98.
Lot 5
CAaneists of the fines made California, and are
.lieauties. Just what 3ou want.. Regular price
$8.00. Your choice until-January 1, $5 00.
Table Linens and Towels.
We have them, aud at prices that defy compe-
tition. To appreciate them is to see them.
Hosiery For Ladies.
Hosiery for Ladies, Misses and Children at
prices that will startle you. We have them. nob-
by, plain, fancy and drop stitches, in all styles, at
reduced prices.
CORSETS.
We will sell you a corset that will fit you, give
give you comfort and perfect aatisfaotio
Ladies' Underwear.
We offer a better one for '25 eta \--
1 5 cts evWe offer a Jersey Vest for 
Our best one for 
35 at. 60
60 ota
We offer a still better one for 
Union Suite that defy competition at 48 eta
The Beet at   $1.00
ere
Railroad, in an excellent neighborhood
31: H
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